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EDITOR’S

COMMENT

What's behind the Castings Industries Directory

I

n the last few months I have been updating
the Castings Industries Directory which was
last published in 2007. The project is a
mammoth task as you have to telephone every
single foundry owner to get the approximate
figures of metals cast by each individual foundry
over the last 12 months, as well as a host of
other information so as to present the Directory
a useful tool.
The Directory belongs on the desk of every
person who has any influence on purchasing
decisions of castings or services, wanting to
know about the supplier base or supplying
product to the foundries themselves.
Then there is a host of other organisations
and departments that extract information from the Directory for various
reasons. In fact the Directory has become like a 'bible' of the foundry industry
in South Africa.
Gathering and organising the large amount of data for the Directory
requires quite a bit of time. This is especially so as most of the data is not
readily or officially available and knowing how South African companies are
very cagey about giving out figures, you have to win their trust to get the
information. You also have to hope that the information given is correct.
Knowing the task at hand I first tried the email route by sending a Word
document and giving the recipient the opportunity to make any necessary
changes to their listing (either contact information or category listings) by
completing the form and then returning it via email. I also sent their previous
listing for comparison purposes.
The Directory provides quick access, at a glance, to basic information about
the companies involved in the foundry industry. The listings are free and can
become a source of revenue for each company listed, in terms of prospective
buyers contacting the foundry. Should this happen more in-depth information
could be given and negotiations to do business taken further.
More importantly the figures supplied, such as tons cast per metal and the
number of employees, gives an indication as to where the industry stands
collectively in the world production ratings, which could influence a decision on
a major project being awarded locally or not.
True to South African form less than 10 % of the recipients returned their
forms completed and less the five percent of these had been filled in correctly.
Frustrating yes but an opportunity was created for me to personally speak to
the owners and get a clearer and current picture of the industry.
What is encouraging from the data collected so far is the increase in the
figures on tons cast by the ferrous foundries and, in most cases the increase in
staff. However the non ferrous figures are not so encouraging mainly because
two big producers - Kolbenco and ATS Wheels - are no longer in business.
Once all the data required for publication in the 2011 Castings Industries
Directory is finally captured it will provide a clearer picture, and hopefully a
positive reflection of the recovery in this vital industry.
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VIEW

POINT

MTMA
looking forward

W

ith the buoyant situation in the engineering and
manufacturing industries the Machine Tool
Merchants Association (MTMA) of South Africa has
decided to increase the exposure and profile of the
association which has been in existence since 1956.
The association has recently been asked by its
members to look into a number of issues, including duties,
BEE and incentives. The first of these is to contact the
Department of Trade and Industry to persuade the
department to consider the dropping of current import
duties on sheetmetal working machines such as guillotines,
pressbrakes and certain eccentric and hydraulic presses.
These are now the only machine tools, supplied to the
engineering industry, on which duties are still payable.
Then there is new government legislation in the
"Consumer Protection Act" which does not really change the
suppliers general warranty obligations that have always
been in place but does now define certain aspects more
specifically. These include such clauses as selling a
machine that is reasonably suitable for the intended
purpose, that it is of good quality and free of defects, that
it would be usable and durable for a reasonable period of
time and that it would comply with any reasonable
standards. However, the act does mean that the supplier
will have to be aware of any smaller infringements that may
affect their liability, particularly when dealing with
companies or entities of less that R3,000,000 turnover or
asset value.
Another important aspect that will be of interest to the
members is the government's recent allocation of funds in
association with TASA (Tool Makers Association of South
Africa) to provide incentives for manufacturers to develop
skills and train more apprentices in the tool making
industry. By being a member of this association we can
work together as a unified body with similar interests to
represent the industry on matters that affect all members.
It will also be brought to the attention of the purchasers
of engineering equipment how important it is to buy from
suppliers who are members of a recognized association.
This membership will ensure that they are buying from an
accredited supplier who can be relied upon to supply the
necessary support for the equipment. This support does not
only include backup in terms of spare parts and qualified
service engineers, but also the knowledge that this supplier
is a recognized dealer in the industry. Although the
association does not have any legal standing, customers
also have the backup of the association when it comes to a
dispute between supplier and purchaser, and both parties
would have an independent forum to air their differences.
The MTMA members would like to be seen as a role
model for the manufacturing industry and help to develop,
train and educate school leavers to be productive members
of the engineering world. The reputation of members of

MTMA should
always come
across as
honest,
reliable,
respectable
and trustworthy
companies with
which to deal.
The
South African
engineering
community is
now in the ideal
situation to
take advantage
of the
reindustrialization
of Southern
Africa where
China and other
Far East counties are using South Africa as a springboard
to developing manufacturing enterprises to the north of us.
Among others these include huge investments in the
plastic, mining and oil industries.
With regards to the current machine tool industry in
South Africa I am extremely pleased to report that after a
very uninspiring 2009 when the world economy took a real
beating, 2010 turned out to be a reasonable year with far
greater order intake than the previous year. This trend has
continued into 2011 where the first 3 months have
produced excellent sales with most suppliers now running
short on stock. This situation is now being compounded by
long deliveries on machine orders from Taiwan and other
Far East suppliers.
These long deliveries have been caused by huge
demand world wide, but mainly from China, Taiwan,
Malaysia, Thailand, Korea and other eastern countries.
Over the first three months of this year machine tool
manufacturers are reporting double and even treble the
number of orders that they would normally have, and are
capable of producing.
On a recent visit to TIMTOS, the major Taiwanese
machine tool exhibition, many manufacturers are reporting
that deliveries could be delayed even further due to the
fact that this increase in volumes is also creating a world
wide shortage of bearings and ballscrews, with these items
having longer and longer delivery times. The disastrous
earthquake and resultant tsunami in Japan has also created
uncertainty over delivery of many of the components used
by the machine tool manufacturers. We sincerely wish the
Japanese communities a speedy recovery for a nation
that has had to deal with such devastation recently.

This is the viewpoint of Ian Simpson, the newly elected Chairman of the Machine Tool Merchants Association of South Africa (MTMA).
Ian has been active in the machine tool industry since the early 1970s beginning his career with Elliot Gilbert Machine Tools.
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Sandvik's CoroMill® Plura
new small ball nose end mills
Sandvik Coromant introduces a new range of small CoroMill Plura
ball nose end mills for profiling in medium hard to hard steels.

T

his is a new range of small CoroMill Plura ball nose
end mills for profiling applications in medium hard to
hard steels, 35-72 HRc.
The end mills come in diameters from 0.1 - 12 mm
and are perfectly suited for all small die and mould,
electronic fibre optic connector and medical tooth implant
manufacture, where high precision is important.
Produced in a fine grained solid carbide grade with
multi-layered pvd coating, the tools have a geometry design
which prevents the radius from deteriorating from uneven
wear. The long neck of the tool allows for good accessibility
especially in pocket milling.

Technical features
• Fine-grained solid carbide grade, GC1700, with
multi-layered PVD coating having high hardness and high
wear resistance

• Geometry
design prevents
radius from
deteriorating from
uneven wear
• Edge preparation for improved wear behaviour
• Neck, an advantage in pocket milling
• High accuracy: +0.003 / -0.007 mm
CoroDrill 452
Sandvik Coromant has also unveiled CoroDrill 452,
aimed at high quality hole making in carbon composite
parts.
The new product is a result of Sandvik Coromant's
tie-up with US headquartered Precorp, a specialist in
polycrystalline diamond (PCD), as well as carbide cutting
tools. It has been 12 months since Precorp and Sandvik
Coromant established a partnership to jointly provide
innovative solutions for composite machining applications.
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CoroDrill 452 is for close tolerance
hole making in composites. Optimised
specifically for carbon fibre reinforced
plastic (CFRP) and metallic stack
materials, this groundbreaking tool
offers customers a host of benefits.
For example, CoroDrill 452
provides reduced
delamination and burr
formation - defects
witnessed frequently
when hole making in
composites using less
effective cutting tool
technology.
CoroDrill 452 is
suitable for use in
fixed bed,
portable and
hand-held
machine
applications.
QS holding system for sliding head machines now
with high precision coolant
The successful quick change capability of the
Sandvik Coromant QS holding system for sliding head
machines can now be combined with high precision coolant.
Small part machining of demanding, long chipping
materials always creates issues with chip breaking. With
this introduction of sighted nozzles, accurate coolant
delivery is ensured,
significantly improving
chip
breaking and
performance
from as
little as
10 bar.
This new
coolant function
is easy to apply in
existing machines and
provides problem-free
machining and improved
component quality to small part
machining.

The end mills are perfectly suited for all small die and mould,
electronic fibre optic connector and medical tooth implant manufacture,
where high precision is important.
Produced in a fine grained solid carbide grade with multi-layered pvd coating,
the tools have a geometry design which prevents the radius from
deteriorating from uneven wear. The long neck of the tool allows for
good accessibility especially in pocket milling
New ISO S insert program boosts
turning of heat resistant super alloys
and titanium
Sandvik Coromant has
launched 300 inserts in a
new series of optimized
ISO S turning geometries
with easy-to-choose
guidelines for every
machining
requirement.
Used for turning HRSA
and titanium alloys for
roughing to finishing through
from continuous to interrupted
cuts, these new geometries ensure
easy optimization, improved
productivity, first rate process security

and fulfilled surface quality
demands.
The six different geometries are
designed to handle depths of cuts
from 0.2 to 10 mm with great
chip control and low tool
pressure. Four geometries
are introduced for moderate
to small depths of cuts in
light roughing to finishing
applications. Two stronger
geometries are introduced
for larger depths of cut in
roughing or light
roughing.
For further details
contact Sandvik Coromant
on TEL: 0860 101 008
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The Volkswagen South Africa plant in Uitenhage is one of the largest vehicle manufacturing factories in Africa
Photo: Volkswagen South Africa

Volkswagen Group South Africa (VWSA) has started construction
of a new R 500 million press shop at its Uitenhage plant, in the Eastern Cape.

T

he investment is additional to the R 4,5 billion already
invested by the company in the country over the
past four years.
Volkswagen manufactures the new Polo for the local and
exports markets at Uitenhage, as well as the Polo Vivo range
for the domestic market.
"Construction of the new press shop was a strategic
investment. Its installed capacity will cover the forecasted
total production requirements for the manufacture of larger
sheet metal components," says Volkswagen Group SA
MD David Powels.

Volkswagen Group SA MD David Powels
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"This substantial investment will enable further local
content gains and improvements to overall competitiveness
when the new press shop is fully operational in mid-2012."
The main parties involved in the construction of the new
11 000 m² press shop are BKS (consulting engineers),
IC-L GmbH (pit design sub-consultant), Group Five Coastal
(main contractor), with Esorfranki Africa (piling contractor) and
Scott Steel (structural fabrication) as the main sub-contractors.
The new building will consist of an 8 429 m² main
production hall, which will house the new six-stage Fagor press
line and its required services. The presses require the
construction of a 6,5 m deep pit and the excavation of
3 400 m² of natural ground.
"Included in the construction, will be a new centralised
office facility (884 m²) and a world-class learning academy
(1 578 m²) to ensure the ongoing skills development of press
shop employees," says Powels.
"The project will create 50 new construction crew jobs.
Thirteen staff and 170 construction crew will be on-site at any
given time."
Powels adds that the new press shop will be Volkswagen
Group SA's most ecofriendly building yet. "The objective is to
comply with the Volkswagen brand's 'Blue Factory' guidelines
for environmentally friendly buildings.
"The elements under consideration focus on energy
minimisation, the use of natural light, regenerative heating
systems, rainwater harvesting, as well as the use of
environmentally friendly construction materials."

Denel Land Systems
defends choice of
Finnish vehicle design
for army programme

S

outh African State-owned defence company
Denel Land Systems (DLS), part of the Denel group,
has made it clear that the Badger infantry fighting
vehicle (IFV), which has been selected to fulfill the
South African National Defence Force's (SANDF)
Project Hoefyster (Horseshoe) requirement, will be
produced in South Africa, according to a report in
Engineering News.
"We are a systems integrator, producing the entire
Badger including the vehicle, the turret, the ammunition,
the logistics, the simulator and support equipment
- everything except the man who operates it. The only part
of the vehicle which cannot be locally manufactured is the
drive train (engine, gearbox, differentials, etc.)," explained
DLS CEO Stephan Burger, reacting to a proposal by
BAE Systems Land Systems South Africa that the Badger be
abandoned in favour of its new RG41 vehicle. "Allegations
that we are to import the entire vehicle platform from
Finland's Patria are devoid of all truth."
The Hoefyster programme is aimed at replacing the
South African Army's current IFV, the Ratel (Honey Badger),
a 6x6 vehicle which is now almost 35 years old. The
8x8 Badger is a combination of a Finnish vehicle, the
Patria AMV, and a South African turret, developed by DLS.
The South African Army is planning to obtain some 268
Badgers in a programme worth more than R8 billion.
"We were awarded this contract by Armscor during
May 2007 in an open, transparent tender process and have
been working on the Badger under contract for close to
four years. At the stage of contract adjudication, there was
no acceptable alternative 8x8 vehicle supplier other than
Patria - which is, by the way, in production in five other
countries - to meet the SANDF's requirements," he
affirmed.
"The solution proposed to Armscor and the SANDF is
the best technology available at affordable costs. We have
since negotiated a Memorandum of Understanding with
Patria for the industrialisation and production of the vehicle
to be done in South Africa and it is unlikely that we will
import more than 30% of the vehicle content."
"The Badger vehicle is being totally South Africanised
- adding indigenously developed landmine protection and
other new design elements," stated Burger. "To develop a
complex vehicle like an Infantry Combat Vehicle requires a
huge engineering effort to comply with all standards,
legislation, specifications, safety requirements and
reliability parameters set by our customers."
Burger said that the Badger is attracting "strong"
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overseas interest and that it has "good" export prospects.
"It has been through an extensive design and testing
process and has passed all of its qualification tests with
flying colours."
"It is not possible to develop and build a better vehicle
at lower cost in such a short period and therefore claims of
cost reduction are regarded as speculative and
unsubstantiated. It should also be noted that the cost
penalties for a change in the contracting of Badger will
outweigh any potential marginal saving - if any."
The programme will create more than 2 000 jobs at
DLS and at some 100 subcontractors, and see the
substantial investments in scarce skills training, as well as
strengthening South Africa's high-technology manufacturing
capability and defence technology.
New Badger fighting vehicle to be assembled in
South Africa
DLS plans to use its existing facilities to assemble the
vehicle element of the South African Army's future Badger
infantry fighting vehicle (IFV).
"Only the initial batch of vehicles will be imported from
Finland, as part of our artisan and engineering training to
build the vehicles," explained DLS CEO Stephan Burger to
Engineering News Online.
"Thereafter the vehicle manufacture will be
transferred to South Africa with only some key components
- for example differentials and wheel stations, whose
production in South Africa is now viable due to the limited
numbers involved in the Hoefyster project - supplied by
Patria and the engine and gearbox commercially [sourced]
off-the-shelf from local distributors."
DLS' standard procedure is to manufacture only
strategic components and subsystems in-house,
out-sourcing the manufacture of all other components and
subsystems to some 100 South African companies, plus a
few international suppliers. "For the Badger vehicle,
we will source almost all components from local industry
and assemble the vehicle locally in our existing and
under-utilised facility."
DLS has assembled vehicles in the past and has
a production line available. "We are a Level Five systems
house whose core capabilities include design,
development, manufacture/assembly and support
of complex landward mobility and firepower systems,
mainly for the SANDF [South African National Defence
Force] and for selected export markets," he
pointed out.

Aveng pays R129 million
to settle steel unit complaints

J

SE-listed construction group Aveng said that it had
entered into an agreement with the Competition
Commission to settle
two complaints against
its Steeledale business
unit.
The first complaint
related to historical
anti-competitive conduct
involving the Steeledale
Mesh business unit, and
the second to historical
collusion in the
reinforcing steel bar
market.
In terms of the
settlement agreement,
Aveng (Africa) Limited
has agreed to pay an
administrative penalty of
R128,9-million, which
represents 8% of
Steeledale's annual
turnover for the financial
year ended June 30,
2008, for both the mesh
and reinforcing steel bar
complaints.
The payments were a
"full and final settlement
of all alleged
contraventions of the
Competition Act by
Steeledale" which were
the subject of the
Commission's
investigations and
referrals for both
complaints, reported the
company.
Aveng said that it
been agreed with the
Competition Commission
that the penalty would
be paid in four equal
installments over a
24-month period.
Three employees of
Steeledale had also
been suspended,
pending an internal
enquiry.
In light of the
settlement, Aveng said
that it now expected
headline earnings a
share, as well as
earnings a share for the

six months to December 31, to be between 30% and 35%
lower than the corresponding period in 2009.
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RSD secures
large VMMD order from USA
RSD, DCD-DORBYL's Rolling Stock and Defense Division, has secured a follow
on order for the supply of an additional 118 Vehicle Mounted Mine Detection
(VMMD) systems, also known as the Chubby System, to the United States Army.

F

urther orders are anticipated from both
the US Army and US Marine Corps during
the course of 2011 and beyond.
The contract has been awarded through
US-based company, Critical Solutions
International (CSI), who is RSD's international
partner. CSI has been a consistent resource to
the US Army for the successful acquisition,
testing, development and production of
numerous mine detection vehicles and
systems from South Africa through its
partnerships with RSD.
The VMMD's ordered will supplement those
already in use and deployed with the US Army
and US Marine Corps, which have already
saved thousands of US soldiers' and civilian's
lives.
Production of the 118 VMDD systems will
be undertaken in phases with the first units
being delivered to the US Army in the fourth
quarter of 2011.

The South African manufactured
Husky forms the core
of the VMMD which is a unique
landmine detection vehicle

The Vehicle Mounted Mine Detection (VMMD) from RSD is blast survivable
and capable of passing over pressure fused landmines
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The South African
manufactured Husky forms
the core of the VMMD and is a
unique landmine detection
vehicle that is blast
survivable, capable of passing
over pressure fused
landmines, and almost
instantaneously reparable in
the field, due to the fact that
it breaks apart in a
predictable fashion in the
event of a detonation.
This differentiates it from
other landmine detection
systems and MRAP vehicles.
This vehicle has been
combat proven in conflict
situations in Africa, the
Middle East, the Balkans and
Asia since the early 1980's.

In addition, it has successfully completed arduous and
comprehensive testing conducted in South Africa
and at the US Army's Yuma Proving Grounds,
Aberdeen Proving Grounds and the White Sands
Missile Range.
Ongoing operations in Afghanistan and Iraq have
expanded the Husky's role beyond detecting and marking
landmines. The Husky's capabilities now include the
detection of Improvised Explosive Devices (IED's) and
Explosive Formed Penetrators (EFP's).
The feature that differentiates the Husky from other
mine detection systems
is its ability to pass over
pressure fused
anti-vehicle
landmines without
detonating them.
In the event of a
detonation, the vehicle
components have been
engineered in a unique
modular configuration
that will break apart in a
predictable fashion.
This feature facilitates
fast in-field repairs and
any damage to the
system can usually be
repaired in the field
significantly increasing
the uptime and system
durability and at a lower
cost than MRAP type
vehicles.
The system clears a
path 3 metres wide
travelling at between
15 and 50 km/h
depending on the nature
of the terrain. The
VMMD systems in
service worldwide have
collectively been
subjected to thousands
of landmines, IED or
EFP strikes.
More sophisticated
high sensitivity low
metal content detectors,
and alternative sensors
like Ground Penetrating
Radar (GPR) have now
been operationalised
and are being fitted to
the Husky along with
other devices such as
the cyclone blower and
robotic arms.
Since its inception in
1911, South African
company RSD has
established itself as a
fully accredited, socially
responsible
international systems
house providing
sustainable products

and solutions for the transport and defense sectors
by developing intellectual property in partnerships
with governments, customers, suppliers and
communities.
RSD is also a leading supplier of locomotives,
wagons, bogies and other related goods to the national
railways, mining and industrial users throughout the local
and international markets.
For more information contact Carl Rehder of
RSD (A division of DCD-DORBYL (PTY) Ltd) on
TEL: 011 914 1400
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Marking Engineering increases
its portfolio of marking solutions
Marking and traceability are key issues in analysing
and tracking parts and production processes in all industries,
and they are essential to QS and ISO certification procedures.
All parts require some type of marking.

M

arking Engineering has been providing a range of
marking solutions to the automotive, medical,
mining, cable, packaging and general engineering
industry since 1994.
The company's focus has been on supplying machines
and tools for direct, permanent marking based on the
material displacement technology, whether in a fixed or
mobile situation. This has included ND Yag lasers,
CO2 lasers, scribe and pin markers, ink jets markers and
percussion presses.
These marking machines are adaptable for stand
alone systems or integration into automated systems.
The machines are widely used in industry and the marking
devices include programmable scriber, dot peen and
datamatrix marking systems and laser marking machines
suitable for use on aluminium, steel, stainless steel,
plastics, cast iron and other materials. In addition they
offer automatic and manually adjustable numbering heads,
manual, pneumatic and hydraulic stamping units,
VIN marking machines and electronically controlled
embossing wheel machines for tags.
Marking Engineering represents various international
marking companies such as Borries and Ostling in
Germany, Trumpf Laser Marking in Switzerland, Universal
Laser in the USA and Pryor in the UK. This enables them
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to provide you with complete marking solutions for any
marking requirements.
Changes at Marking Engineering
With the recent closure of Advanced Marking Systems
and the retirement of its owner Wyt Coetzee, Marking
Engineering has been able to secure the client base and
local representation for a number of the international
companies that the company was representing.
"Although we had our best year ever in the history of
the company last year, we still felt that we lacked exposure
in certain areas of the marking industry" said Jan Görtzen,
MD of Marking Engineering.
"We needed to be able to offer a more complete and
diverse range of solutions that would satisfy a broader
range of clients. When the opportunity arrived with the
closure of Advanced Marking Systems we were able to
negotiate a deal that would fulfill our needs and those
of the existing client base of Advanced Marking Systems"
continued Görtzen.
"Essential to the arrangement is that we can assure all
the existing clients that we will take on the servicing
aspect, including spare parts, of all the equipment that
they have. To do this we have employed Anton Coetzee as
our second service engineer. Anton, who was with
Advanced Marking Systems for a number of years prior to
joining us, has both the experience,
expertise and intimate knowledge of the
equipment to enable uninterrupted
service to the marketplace and to fill
existing customer needs" explained
Görtzen.
"We also employed Francois Swanepoel
as Sales Manager. He was with Advanced
Marking Systems for five years and has
proven essential in continuing the
seamless transfer of customer specific
requirements and needs."
"On the product portfolio aspect, as
said previously, we will now be able to
offer a broader range. This includes
hand stamps, dot peen and scribe
marking, roll marking and other
laser marking and impact marking
equipment that is not in conflict with our
present range that we offer. Critically we
are now involved in most aspects of
labeling, barcoding, scanning codes and
recording data which are the various facets
of direct part marking, which allows

companies to trace their product 'from cradle to grave',
giving companies access to a complete database of
information for each item - individually if
necessary."
New building
"This sudden and unexpected growth phase in the
company has led to an expansion in space requirements.
As a result we have purchased a 450 m² facility in the
Laser Park industrial area north-west of Johannesburg,
which can now house the extra staff, showroom and
workshop needs" emphasised Görtzen.
Görtzen believes the new facility will help the
company continue to enhance its customer support and
provide even better service and efficiency for
customers.
"Our in-house marking department which includes
marking methods such as ND Yag lasers, CO2 lasers,
scribe and pin markers and percussion presses is also
housed in this facility. The demand for this jobbing
service has been experiencing steady growth and
expansion so to enlarge this operation was also
necessary."
Marking Engineering's new headquarters are situated
at 120 Battleship Road, Laser Park, Honeydew,
Gauteng and the new telephone number of the
company is 011 794 3885. The postal address remains
the same.
For further details contact Jan Görtzen of Marking
Engineering on TEL: 011 794 3885 or 0861MARKING.
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Large counter weight frame and boom
for bucket wheel reclaimer manufactured
in record time by Efficient Engineering
Not many companies take on a project of this enormity
especially when the start date is just before end-of-year shutdown.

I

n one of the company's biggest
one-piece projects, Efficient
Engineering has manufactured
and delivered a 91 ton counter
weight frame and boom for a bucket
wheel reclaimer for client Takraf
South Africa, a company that is
involved in proprietary designs and
supplies advanced technologies,
products and services for the open
cast and mining and materials
handling industries.
"Under normal circumstances an
assignment of this nature would not
be so unusual," points out
Graham Hartley, MD of
Efficient Engineering.
"However Takraf's client had an
emergency situation in that the
boom, an integral section in the
bucket wheel reclaimer, had been
damaged beyond repair and needed
The counter weight frame and boom ready for delivery. The entire fabrication
to be replaced urgently. The order
once assembled is 43 metres long, 5.6 metres wide and when loaded on the lowbed
was placed with us at the beginning
and extendable trailer measured 7.2 metres from the floor at its highest point
of December last year and we
began the fabrication of the boom
"Another unusual aspect of this project was that the
on the 10th December 2010" continued Hartley.
entire fabrication had to be completed and transported in
"This was just before the end-of-year
one-piece. Usually you would fabricate the various sections
holiday shutdown in South Africa and coupled with
and then assemble on site. Again the urgent nature in the
the urgent nature that the fabrication had to be completed,
completion of the project did not allow us to follow the
it put the company under pressure. In spite of this we
standard procedure. We completed the entire fabrication
completed the entire fabrication a week ahead of schedule."

The 91 ton counter weight frame and boom for a bucket wheel
reclaimer in production
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A truck body in the process of
being fabricated



The counter weight frame and boom begins its
768 kilometre two week journey

Efficient Engineering also fabricates other large structures
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at our facility in our 12 700 m² under roof facility in
Tunney Ext 3, Elandsfontein, Gauteng and then
commissioned a transport company to deliver the
abnormal load to site" explained Hartley.
Contract Manager Stephen Macleod takes up the
story: "Assembling the fabrication on site would have taken
four weeks to complete but because the mining company
was in a predicament it could not even allow this amount
of time to be wasted."
"One of the most critical factors in this operation is that
we have two 50 ton cranes on the same gantry that have a
14 metre height under the hook dimension, and this allows
the company to move large and heavy structures from
one area of the factory to another area with relative
ease."
"In the case of the counter weight boom, besides the
short delivery period, the 91 ton weight was a determining
factor which our cranes could handle. Some other facts
about the project: the entire fabrication once assembled is
43 metres long, 5.6 metres wide and when loaded on the
lowbed and extendable trailer measured 7.2 metres from
the floor at its highest point."
"We had six welders, two boilermakers and two
apprentices working full time on the project. All the
bending, blasting, painting and NDT was done in-house.
The machining was done on mobile machines and the
welding was done "in position". Plate and I-beams varying
between 20 to 120 mm and 101 mm to 180 mm diameter
tubing were used in the fabrication."
Fabrication had to be transported 768 kilometres
- Two week delivery
The dispatching of the abnormal load was subject to
the issuing of permits by the Department of Transport and
Public Works and was staggered in such a way to keep the
disruption to general traffic flows to a minimum. The
availability of Provincial Traffic Escorts is also a factor that
had to be contended with, as well as the safety of other
road users always being the primary consideration. Route
surveys and traffic accommodation plans were carried out
prior to the transportation of the larger loads and
periodical closure of the roads was necessary.
Efficient Engineering is a world class sheet metal
fabrication, machining, manufacturing and heavy duty
engineering works. It manufactures steel components
mainly for heavy duty machinery manufacturing businesses
in the earth moving, mining and crushing industries. These
steel components are made to customer's specifications
and Efficient Engineering has the ability to manufacture
components of up to 100 tons.
Just over a year ago Shalamuka Capital, a private
equity company set up to benefit the Penreach Whole
School Development Programme, acquired 29 percent in
Efficient Engineering, in a broad-based black
empowerment transaction.
In the same transaction RMB Corvest, a private equity
business in the FirstRand Group, has acquired a
26 percent share in the company.
The company employs 150 staff and has a well
established client base, which includes customers like
Takraf, Komatsu, Terex, Eskom, Transnet and Thyssen Krupp.
Efficient Engineering's products are mainly
manufactured for South Africa, with the untapped markets
in the rest of Africa, like Botswana and Zambia, providing
further growth opportunities.
For further details contact Efficient Engineering on
TEL: 011 928 4800

New look, South African
made Chev Utility
to arrive in fourth quarter
General Motors South Africa (GMSA) will later this year launch the vehicle
on which much of its 50 000-unit-a-year production hopes are pinned.

A

chieving this magical mark will qualify the local arm of
the US vehicle maker for benefits under government's
Automotive Production Development Programme, set for
implementation in 2013.
GMSA assembled more than 26 000 vehicles in a
recession-hit 2009, increasing volumes at its Port Elizabeth
plant to 32 000 units in 2010.
While local production of the new Spark and the popular
Isuzu KB will go some way in aiding GMSA to achieve the
50 000-unit target, it is probably the company's
biggest-volume seller, the new Chevrolet Utility, to be launched
locally in the fourth quarter of the year that will carry most of
its aspirations.
The Utility in February continued its leadership of the
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sub-one ton light
GMSA hopes
commercial
the new-look Utility,
sector, now
unbroken for
marking quite a departure
70 months, with
from the current model
sales of
1 265 units.
in terms of styling,
GMSA hopes
will achieve the
the new-look
same success as its
Utility, marking
quite a departure
predecessor
from the current
model in terms of
styling, will achieve the same success as its
predecessor.
However, the company may be in for some stiff competition
as Volkswagen appears set to launch a half-ton bakkie in
South Africa two to three years from now.
The current half-ton segment has the new Nissan NP200,
Fiat Strada and Ford Bantam as competition.
However, the new version of the Fiat Strada, already
available in Brazil, will most likely not be coming to
South Africa, as there are no plans to produce a right-hand
drive model, while Ford may have problems replacing its
current model owing to its new strategy of developing global
platforms, with the half-ton market only a niche
South American and South African segment.
Local production of the new Chevrolet Utility, as a
right-hand drive model, will start in the third quarter,
notes GMSA Utility programme manager
Dominic Rimmer.
Besides South Africa, sales markets include Botswana,
Namibia, Swaziland, Zimbabwe and Mozambique.
Local content of the new Utility will start at between 25%
and 30%, "growing as we go", says Rimmer.
"We plan to maintain our segment dominance," adds
GMSA sales and marketing VP Malcolm Gauld. "We currently
have a 50% share of the half-ton market."
GMSA sold 15 117 Utility models in 2010, up from the
13 496 units in 2009, but down from the 21 000 units in
2008. The two years before the recession saw a boom in sales
and production, at 25 000 units sold in 2007 and
23 000 units in 2006.
The new Chevrolet Utility was designed in Brazil, and sold
2 580 units in this South American market in January.
It is the third-biggest seller in the half-ton segment in
Brazil, with Fiat at number one and Volkswagen at number
two.
The Utility was voted 'Best Pick-up 2010' in Brazil.

KZN Industrial Technology
Exhibition

T

he 13th KZN Industrial Technology
Exhibition will be held from
7-10 June at the Durban Exhibition
Centre. This popular event is fast
becoming a key component in the
industry's exhibition calendar,
offering a broad range of local and
international businesses the chance to
showcase their products, services and
solutions, as well as providing a forum
for quality business networking.
With over 6000 people attending the
2009 event, exhibition director Loftie
Eaton said that the exhibition has grown
from strength to strength, with an array
of exhibitors offering visitors a variety of
stands to visit. "We believe that the
exhibition offers businesses a great
opportunity to get their products into the
market, thanks to the large, diverse and
captive audience that attends the
event."
The 2011 exhibition will attract important business and
government contacts that have a direct influence on the
corporate buying decisions of key personnel from a broad
range of economic sectors. Exhibitors will include
bio-technology, chemical and plastics, electrical and
engineering supplies, information and communication
technology, logistics and supply chain management,
mechanical and materials handling, automation and
electronics, robotics, safety, health, environmental
technologies and more.
Some of the exhibitors include Aztech Design,
CML Machine Tools, Durma, Feedback Electronics,
FEW Cutting Tools, Hi-Tech Elements, Mecad Systems,
MJH Machine Tools, Siemens Ltd, Star Tooling, TD Coating
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Centre, Toolquip & Allied and Walker Machine Tools.
For more information contact Loftie Eaton, Specialised
Exhibitions, +27 (0)41 585 8274, loftiee@specialised.com,
www.kznindustrial.co.za

SANCO announces WD Hearn
as its sales agent in South Africa
Sanco Machine & Tool Corporation of
Taiwan has recently announced the
appointment of WD Hearn Machine Tools
as its sales and service agent
in South Africa.

S

anco supplies conventional and CNC machine tools,
including twin column machining centers, horizontal
boring and milling machines and CNC horizontal
borers with W axis.
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Foremost in the Sanco range is the SDM Series of double
column machining centers with 27 models covering table
sizes from 1600mm x 1050mm right up to
7000mm x 3000mm, with between column distances of up
to 3500mm. 5 axis simultaneous cutting, Fidea controls and
head are available on the S5A-3220, a machine specially
aimed at the aerospace industry.
Also available in many different configurations is the
SDM twin column machining centers, which are designed for
either large capacity high precision toolmaking or rapid metal
removal heavy engineering operations, particularly those
involved in mining support.

The machines come with a variety of spindle tapers,
spindle speeds, automatic tool change systems, and
universal milling heads both manual and programmable. The
SDM range of twin column machining centers is designed to
offer large productive capacity at an affordable price.
WD Hearn Machine Tools' Graeme Cooper says that they
have already achieved considerable success with the new
agency in the relatively short time that they have been the
agents. "The first machine that we have sold has already
been installed at a company in Johannesburg that
manufactures components and wear parts for earth moving
equipment. The machine they have purchased is a bridge
type CNC double column machining center SDM-4225 with
XYZ travels of 4000 x 2000 x 1200 mm and a table load of
12 tons We will also be installing Large Bed Type Milling
Machine at a SOE in the next few months. This one is a
SBM-2600L with XYZ travels of 2700 x 1200 x 1000 and a
table load of 6000 kg and has a BT-50 Auto 2 position Head."
"We believe the SHM range of horiozontal boring and
milling machines will be a big seller into the South African
market with a large range of options available on the
machine. The 0.001 degree increment rotary tables are
capable of handling up to seven ton and are available in
different sizes, an ideal machine for heavy cutting
requirements."
"Sanco will also be exhibiting at this year's EMO
so visitors can get to see their machines first hand"
continued Graeme.
For further details contact WD Hearn on
TEL: 021 534 5351
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Hulamin wants
a duty on aluminium products
Hulamin lodges application for a 10% duty on semifabricated, rolled products,
ostensibly to increase competition in the sector.

A

luminium producer and exporter Hulamin has angered
downstream importers of the metal by lodging an
application with the International Trade Administration
Commission of SA (Itac) for a 10% duty on semifabricated,
rolled products, ostensibly to increase competition in the sector.
Importers who are members of the Aluminium Federation
SA (AFSA) said the application would have the opposite effect,
and that they had not been made aware of the application by
South Africa's only producer of rolled aluminium products until
three days before representations on the matter closed.
Hulamin is one of AFSA's biggest contributing members and
in the past 10 years has undergone major expansion in its
rolled products division. The product is used widely in
South Africa's building, packaging and automotive industries,
among others.
Volker Schutte, MD of rolled aluminium importer Metal and
Tool Trade, which is a member of AFSA, said that Hulamin
exports about 75% of its rolled products, at prices much lower

than those paid by its local customers. Mr Schutte said it
appeared Hulamin had applied for the duty to be imposed
"extremely quietly … leaving me with the impression that (it)
was trying to 'slip in' such (an) increase unnoticed, at least till
everything has been decided by the authorities".
The application was published in the Government Gazette
on February 18 this year.
"They want to shut out competition, which only comes
through imports," he said.
"I think most (AFSA) members were not aware and not
informed (of the application), and therefore had no opportunity
to lodge their objections to Itac on time," Mr Schutte said.
He said Hulamin's own figures showed that there had been
no significant increase in the imports of rolled aluminium
product in the past five years, which averaged about
13 000 tons a year.
Hulamin CEO Richard Jacob said that the application
process was managed by Itac. "We followed Itac protocol to the
letter," he said.
"I am not sure where AFSA fits into it, but I understand that
they hosted a meeting with all objecting parties. South Africa is
the only country with a domestic aluminium rolled-products
industry that has no duty protection.
"Import duties are in place … in the US, the European
Union, India, China and Brazil up to levels of 16%. In India, duty
protection of 35% is in place against Chinese imports, and they
have recently been increased in Australia," Mr Jacob said.
"South Africa has a small domestic aluminium
manufacturing economy, threatened by the strong currency,
and the possible future termination of rolling slab supply
- as has already happened with extrusion billet - is facing
increasing, subsidised imports from Asia."
Officials from Itac and the Department of Trade and
Industry had not responded to requests for information on
where responsibility for communicating such decisions lies.
"In this particular issue we have members on both sides
- but we have a neutral position on this," Mark Krieg, executive
director of AFSA said. When asked how many of AFSA's
members had objected to Hulamin's application, Mr Krieg said
none.
AFSA position on import duties on aluminium products
With regard to an application for an import duty on
Aluminium Rolled Products, AFSA wishes to state that:
The Aluminium Federation of South Africa (AFSA) is a Trade
Association, established to promote the broader aluminium
industry and the growth and appropriate use of aluminium.
In issues where members have conflicting interests, AFSA
has a policy of being neutral. It only offers support such as
meeting facilities and secretarial services.
AFSA does not track activities such as individual member
tariff applications, and is not in a position to advise members
of such applications. AFSA does facilitate member group
interests as a secretariat, if requested to do.
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Spike in copper theft reported
in January

T

he South African Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(Sacci) reported that there was a sharp increase
in copper theft in January, after a fairly stable June to
December period.
Copper theft averaged between R 16-million and
R 18-million a month, but spiked in January to R 20,5 million.
The estimated cost of copper stolen in 2010 was
R 259 million, while the cost between February 2010 and
January 2011 increased to R 263,5 million.
"These levels are unsustainable and will continue to drive
up the costs for consumers and business at a time when both
are already challenged by increasing levels of administered
prices," Sacci sated.
This latest Sacci copper theft barometer, which reflected
the experiences of Transnet, Telkom, and Eskom and indicated

the estimated replacement cost of copper cable stolen,
included the international price of copper and the export of
copper scrap and waste from South Africa, which showed a
correlation between copper theft, the copper price and exports
of copper waste and scrap.
Sacci reported that, since organised syndicates were
involved and the export of stolen copper was often disguised
and not identifiable in the normal course of customs
operations, the export levels were only a rough estimate.
"Nonferrous metals theft deprives society of
telecommunications, transport and electricity services,
often in times of crisis and emergency. It impacts on
living standards and drives up the costs of goods
and transport. It disrupts business operations
and inhibits job creation, exports and investment."

Spanner in works
of new motor programme
Analyst says new motor production and development programme will only
"scratch the surface" of improving industry's competitiveness.

T

he new motor production and development programme
will only "scratch the surface" of improving the industry's
competitiveness if vehicle manufacturers do not have
access to a world-class infrastructure, an analyst said,
according to a report in Business Day.
Justin Barnes, chairman of B&M Analysts, said the
programme should be worth the equivalent of 3,5%-5,7% of the
annual sales of vehicle manufacturers.
He said this was a significant incentive in an industry that
struggled to reach profit margins of 6%. The programme, which
takes effect in 2013, replaces the government's motor industry
development programme. It was criticised for unevenly
allocating incentives between different manufacturers and for
not stimulating local production sufficiently.
But competitiveness could also be eroded by problems in
supply chain dynamics such as "snarls" in road infrastructure,
port delays on stock imports, erratic supply and the rising cost
of electricity and in waste management, Mr Barnes said.
"Intensive collaboration" was needed between the private
sector and all levels of the government.
South Africa's motor industry faces rising costs and needs
to become more efficient if it has to increase production
volumes and maintain vehicle affordability in a global market
being penetrated by competitors with lower input and labour
costs like those from Southeast Asia.
Component manufacturers' products from KwaZulu-Natal
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were also 12% more expensive due to waste cost factors such
as absenteeism, tooling failure and machine downtime, he
said. "We cannot have settlements (annual wage increases) at
these levels," to compensate for higher costs. Management
and executive pay increases were also above global norms due
to the skills scarcity, Mr Barnes said.
Port charges for industry goods leaving and coming into SA
were "totally out of line" with international norms, said Henry
Pretorius of the National Association of Automobile Component
Manufacturers of SA.
Mr Barnes said vehicle manufacturers were becoming
dissatisfied with the cost of local components and there was a
"hollowing out" of the capacity of SA's motor component
manufacturing sector.
The new incentive programme might lift the production of
local parts makers, he said.
Mr Pretorius said rising oil prices, high levels of consumer
debt, upward pressure on inflation and interest rates, a volatile
exchange rate, a rising tax burden borne by motorists, the
sustainability of the global economic recovery and the effect of
consumer protection legislation might negatively affect the
industry this year.
Improvements in vehicle affordability, lower debt service
costs, a growing economy, demand from car rental companies
and a stable industrial and economic policy environment
would benefit vehicle manufacturers this year.

Hulamin extends
BHP Billiton supply deal,
to seek further certainty
A

luminium products manufacturer Hulamin confirmed
that it had reached an agreement with BHP Billiton to
extend an existing rolling-slab supply agreement by a
year, until June 2012, and that further metal supply
extensions might still be possible.
BHP Billiton indicated previously that it would terminate
supply in June 2011, having curtailed output from its
Bayside facility, in Richards Bay, to a single potline as part
of power saving efforts following the blackouts of early
2008. In fact, during the period of rotational load shedding
the idea of halting supply to the resources group's
aluminium smelters in South Africa and Mozambique was
even canvassed.
Hulamin produces extrusion billet and rolling slab at its
own facilities in Pietermaritzburg, but supplements that
capacity with purchases of extrusion billet and rolling slab
from BHP Billiton.
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In fact,
For every R1 movement
the JSE-listed
company
in the currency
buys about
against the dollar,
110 000 t/y
of melting ingots
Hulamin's earnings
from
before interest and tax
BHP Billiton's
fall, or climb,
Hillside smelter
and 90 000 t/y
by R200-million
of rolling slab
from Bayside.
This primary metal is processed at its KwaZulu-Natal mill,
which is able to produce a range of aluminium
products, from foil to beverage can ends and heat-treated
plate.
CEO Richard Jacob told Engineering News Online that,
besides the 12-month extension, BHP Billiton had indicated
that it might be in a position to continue to supply
Hulamin beyond June 2012. Discussions to explore that
option would proceed during the third quarter of
2011.
Continued supply from Bayside would be Hulamin's
preferred option. But Jacob confirmed that it was also
investigating the possible importation of rolling slab, or the
recommissioning of internal capacity, which had been shut,
owing to operational inefficiencies.
In the year to December 31, 2010, Hulamin increased
its overall sales volumes, including sales of higher-margin
products, such as can-end stock, brazing sheet and
heat-treated plate. In fact, Hulamin regarded 65%
of its 2010 mix to be high-value production, its
best-ever production performance. It high-value
output has climbed from around 58% recorded in
2007.
Turnover rose to R5,81-billion from R4,5-billion
in 2009, but profits were undermined by a
13% strengthening of the rand during the years, from an
average of R8,42 against the US dollar in 2009,
to an average of R7,32 in 2010. For every R1 movement
in the currency against the dollar, Hulamin's earnings
before interest and tax fall, or climb, by
R200-million.
During 2010, operating profit fell from R244-million to
R218-million, while headline earnings reduced to
R75-million, or 27c a share, from R92-million, or 37c a
share in the prior year.
"The focus for Hulamin remains on accelerating and
then sustaining its improved operational performance,"
Jacob said, noting that international markets were steadily
improving, resulting in firmer dollar margins for contracts
currently being booked.

Mercedes-Benz SA,
DTI in major component push
for new C-Class model

A

Ruess said that MBSA had
delegation from
realised the need for a road
Mercedes-Benz South
show once it became clear that
Africa (MBSA), the East
German component suppliers
London Industrial Development
were not aware of the
Zone, and the Department of
investment schemes, and the
Trade and Industry (DTI),
scope of these schemes, that
including Trade and Industry
existed in South Africa.
Minister Rob Davies, spent a
"When we realised this, we
week in Germany in an attempt
knew we had to do something.
to lure component suppliers to
Suppliers are only thinking
South Africa for the production
China at the moment, and that
of the new C-Class model,
is all they see."
starting in 2014.
More suppliers setting up
MBSA expects another
shop in South Africa would
record C-Class year
mean a higher local parts
Mercedes-Benz
content on the new C-Class
The MBSA plant in East London
South Africa (MBSA)
model, to be produced at
manufacturing vice-president
MBSA's East London plant for
Rainer Ruess expected C-Class production at the East London
the local and export markets, as was the case with the current
plant to hit a new record this year, should the earthquake in
model.
Japan not disrupt parts supply significantly.
Local content on the current model is 40% by value.
He said on that production of the passenger car for the
Outgoing MBSA CEO Dr Hansgeorg Niefer said that South
local and export markets could reach 53 000 units this year,
Africans had to realise that the picture painted of their country
up from the 52 200 units produced in 2010, which had already
by the international press in South Africa was "more negative
been a record year.
than positive".
Between 70% and 80% of C-Class production at MBSA's
"We wanted to paint a more realistic picture of the country."
East London plant were exported to the US in 2010.
Niefer said the aim of the delegation was to encourage
Production at the plant last year also included 1 700
component suppliers to set up shop in South Africa, with the
Mitsubishi (Triton) units, and 3 700 commercial vehicles.
goal to supply MBSA, as well as other Daimler plants and/or
MBSA revenue for 2010 proved just as healthy as production
larger export markets.
figures, jumping 23% on 2009, reached R34,7-billion.
The delegation also included a number of current
This year MBSA would see the launch of the SLS Roadster,
component suppliers to MBSA, relaying their experiences of
the new generation SLK, a facelift for the C-Class, as well as
operating in South Africa.
the introduction of the G-Class G300 CDI professional.
"The feedback was very positive," said MBSA manufacturing
On the commercial vehicle front, MBSA would unveil a new
vice-president Rainer Ruess. "Around 45 suppliers attended.
generation Atego, Axor, and Western Star, with the Zetros still a
We chose those we thought would be interested in investing in
market possibility. The Zetros is a specialised off-roader finding
South Africa. We had some high-ranking attendees, such as
specific applications in the forestry, firefighting, mining and
MDs and CEOs."
defense industries.
Parts suppliers included body part, exhaust, cockpit, seat
MBSA would also unveil the TruckStore brand this year,
and bumper producers.
specialising in used trucks.
Ruess only expected to receive some feedback on possible
MBSA's parent company, Daimler, posted a profit of
investments in around three to four months.
E4,7-billion for the 2010 financial year, compared with a loss of
"Every supplier we get into South Africa is a bonus,
E2,6-billion in 2009.
especially as it reduces logistics costs."

Ruess said that MBSA had realised the need for a road show once it became
clear that German component suppliers were not aware of the investment
schemes, and the scope of these schemes, that existed in South Africa.
"When we realised this, we knew we had to do something. Suppliers are only
thinking China at the moment, and that is all they see."
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DTI launches early
warning system for exporters

T

he Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) has
launched an Early Warning System service for
South African exporters, which would alert them on
potential technical barriers to trade that could be imposed
by other countries.
It will also encourage a more unified response to these
potential barriers.
In addition to coping with numerous physical barriers to
trade, the DTI said that exporters from developing
countries, continually faced non-tariff barriers in the form
of standards, technical regulations and conformity
assessment procedures, which could create technical
barriers to trade (TBT) for exports.
The World Trade Organisation (WTO) TBT transparency
principle required that countries publish technical
regulations before they were entered into force, and
that a reasonable time should be allowed for comment and
for consideration of the comments prior to the adoption of
a final technical regulation.
As a result, the Department pledged to support the
South African exporters as part of the second Industrial

Policy Action Plan (Ipap2), through an Early Warning
System that will track, acquire, review and disseminate
information on technical regulations put forward by other
countries and that were relevant to South African industry
sectors.
The system will entail sending incoming notifications
to a dedicated industry and stakeholder mailing list for
information. Should there be a South African interest the
full texts of TBT notifications, could be requested through
an enquiry point.
The system will also develop a South African national
position, or comments that may be submitted to the
relevant country by the DTI, resulting in bilateral talks with
the country in question if concerns were not taken into
consideration.
If bilateral talks did not resolve the problem, it may be
registered as a specific trade concern in the WTO TBT
Committee meetings, and if the matter could not be
resolved and an unnecessary barrier to trade was created,
the WTO dispute settlement mechanism may be
engaged.
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Material up to 300 mm can be cut.

P

"The new machine
egasus Steel is a
can cut up to 300 mm
one-stop 24-hour
thick plate which at this
steel working
stage is the maximum
service centre capable
thickness that can be
of processing more than
supplied by the local
2 500 tons of steel per
mills in South Africa. It
month and specialising
also comes with four
in CNC laser cutting,
cutting heads which
high definition plasma
enables us to do bevel
cutting, CNC bending,
cutting too and the cut
CNC oxyfuel cutting,
parts can also be
CNC punching, guillotine
marked" continued Alex.
cutting, rolling and
"The machine we
fabrication.
chose has a working
In a phase that will
width of 4000 mm and
see the company
a length of 13 000 mm.
investing a sizeable
The high performance
amount in new
AC drives allows for
equipment over the next
Above: The new machine can cut up to 300 mm thick plate
positioning speeds up to
year, the company has
20 m/min."
recently had a new
Main picture: The new Messer CNC controlled OmniMat 5000
"The metal
Messer CNC controlled
oxy-gas cutting machine
fabrication industry has
OmniMat 5000 oxy-gas
used compressed gases for more than one hundred years.
cutting machine installed.
Oxy-fuel cutting and welding have existed since the
"We specifically decided on the new Messer machine
beginning of the 20th century In oxy-fuel cutting, a cutting
because it will not only give us greater capacity but it will
torch is used to heat metal to kindling temperature.
also fulfill our needs to offer a service of being able to cut
A stream of oxygen is then trained on the metal, and
thicker material" said Alex Russell, joint owner of Pegasus
metal burns in that oxygen and then flows out of the
Steel.
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cut (kerf) as an oxide slag."
"Oxyfuel cutting is primarily
used for cutting mild steel in
thicknesses up to 300 mm.
The technology has a very large
heat-affected zone when
compared to the other
metal cutting technologies but
the technology has improved
greatly in recent years with
technical advancements.
High-speed torches have
resulted in cutting speeds that
are 20 percent faster the previous
generations" Alex Russell
continued.
Another machine that is due
to be installed shortly is a
DAVI plate roller.

Established in 1995 by
Tony Deering and Alex Russell,
Pegasus Steel offers professional
steel processing services, working
with sheet and plate in carbon
steel, stainless steel and
aluminium. Sophisticated
precision-calibrated cutting and
forming technology is utilised for
large-format to small-format
projects, and everywhere in
between.
The 6 800 m² factory area of
Pegasus Steel houses a
5kW laser cutter with a 6m x 2m
cutting bed, a 6kW laser cutter with a
3m x 1.5m cutting bed, three
Messer OmniMat high-definition
Another machine that is due to be installed shortly
is a DAVI plate roller
plasma cutters, two dry plasma
cutters, six Oxyfuel profile cutters,
a CNC punch press, four CNC press brakes,
two conventional press brakes, two NC saws and
three plate rolls.
Pegasus Steel in the USA
Pegasus Steel opened its North American head quarters
and manufacturing plant in Goose Creek, Charleston,
South Carolina in 2007.
The company has invested more than US $10 million in
an existing facility and has set up advanced laser-cutting
equipment and a 1,500-ton press brake machine for
bending massive steel plates.
Tony Deering, co-owner of Pegasus Steel, relocated to
South Carolina to take up the role of CEO of the
North American operation. He was drawn to the
Charleston area in part by the massive industrial
development and the region's central location within the
Southeast region. The 9 300 m² production area houses
one of the largest laser cutting machines in the world,
capable of handling steel plates up to 16 metres long and
about 40 mm thick.
At full capacity the facility could employ
180 workers and turn out 1,200 tons of steel plating each
month.
Machine shop
The US operation has recently added further
services to its operations with the purchase of Dynamic
Solutions, a machine shop that services the Goose Creek
area.
"This will give us the opportunity to offer our clients
turning, milling and machining operations" said Alex.
For further details contact Pegasus Steel on
TEL: 011 842 0900
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Nissan to double Rosslyn plant
capacity to 100 000 units
Nissan South Africa (SA) will double capacity at its Rosslyn plant, in Tshwane,
to 100 000 vehicles a year by 2015, says MD Mike Whitfield.

W

e will rationalise our platforms as well. We are now
building five models from four platforms. We plan
to go to two platforms."
The two platforms will be a one-ton pickup, as well as
the platform from which the NP200 half-ton bakkie and
Renault Sandero is currently produced.
Nissan SA assembles the Sandero at Rosslyn for
Renault, as the companies have a close relationship
through a global Nissan-Renault alliance.
The 100 000-unit production target will then also be
a mix of Nissan and Renault vehicles, but with Nissan

"

“You need to look further than
50 000 units - it is not economical.
You need 100 000 units
to see real benefits.”
Nissan South Africa (SA) MD Mike Whitfield

products far outweighing those of the French manufacturer.
Whitfield says that he is unable to currently quantify the
investment such a jump in capacity at Rosslyn will require
from the Japanese vehicle manufacturer. "We have the
facilities - most of the investment will be model related."
Whitfield believes that increasing production to 100
000 units a year will leverage more benefits for Nissan SA
and its component suppliers, thereby increasing the
badge's global competitiveness. "You need to look further
than 50 000 units - it is not economical. You need
100 000 units to see real benefits."
Nissan SA last year produced 48 000 vehicles, with
production volumes to go well beyond 50 000 units in
2011.
The 50 000 a year production mark has become a
golden goal for the local automotive industry as this is the
level at which benefits are activated under government's
new Automotive Production Development Programme.
Around 50% of Nissan's 2011 production will be
exported, adds Whitfield.
He says that the anticipated production growth will
come from increasing sales in South Africa, as well as a
full year of exports to Africa and Western Europe. "We are
also exporting to Russia and Turkey from June, July," adds
Whitfield.
Nissan SA exports the Nissan Hardbody pickup to
left-hand drive as well as right-hand drive markets.
Whitfield laments the high costs of logistics in exporting
vehicles, though, as South Africa has some of "the highest
logistics costs in the world".
"To get a bakkie from Pretoria to East Africa can cost up
to $2 300."
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Samsung
Machine Tools
South Africa
thriving after
first year
T

Beginning May 1, 2010,
Samsung Machine Tools South Africa
became the nationwide distributor for
Samsung Machine Tools,
a Korean manufacturer, offering
a versatile product line for the
local metal cutting industry.

he product range features a complete line of
CNC lathes that provide superior quality at high
speeds along with powerful cutting capacity that will
maximize any company's total production output.
In addition to CNC lathes, Samsung Machine Tools
South Africa offers CNC vertical machining centers
developed for high productivity jobs and less
idle time.
"When we ventured out on this mission just over a year
ago we had no machines, no office space or even a
showroom. There were three of us that had got together
and we knew that we were up against it because there are
number of well known brands already established and
firmly entrenched in South Africa" said Louis Struwig, one
of the men behind the idea of importing and selling the
Samsung range locally.
"It took two years of negotiations to get the agency
agreement signed and to set up locally. Samsung Machine
Tools Engineering Company is a company within the large

South Korean diversified manufacturing Group and they
don't hand out distribution agreements easily. I first saw
the machines on display at an exhibition in South Korea
just over three years ago and decided that the product line
will meet today's intense requirements of the metal cutting
industry in South Africa at an affordable price" continued
Struwig.
"At first we were a bit apprehensive but we knew we
had a good product, a vision, the passion and of course a
big brand name behind us" continued Louis.
"Today we are fully set up in Zurich Street Aeroport,
Spartan, Gauteng and from the original three the staff
compliment has grown to 10. This includes five in the
service department" continued Louis.
"We have big ambitions and lots of confidence."
"This has been reflected by the number of machines
that we have sold over the year. Nineteen to date, with
15 already installed and one client has already purchased
a second machine from us as well as one customer

The management team of Carlos Figueiredo,
Louis Struwig and Emmel Kambouris

The rest of the staff from left to right: Tim Pretorius,
Tony Bezuidenhout, Conrad Laubscher, Siebert Schoeman,
Lenice Struwig, Bryn Fergusson (back) and Frank Sumner (front)
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who has just had his fourth machine
installed. For the first year of trading
I think it is pretty good going" said Louis.
Started in 1988 Samsung Machine
Tools Engineering Company has been
manufacturing CNC machines for world
class Japanese builders for over
20 years. Success has been built up on
manufacturing licensed products for
such notable machine manufacturers as
OKK, Mori Seiki, and Toshiba.
Now Samsung has been building the
next franchise of excellence with their
CNC line of turning centers, vertical
machining centers and tapping centers.

"We are confident that the relationship
between Samsung Machine Tools
South Africa and Samsung Machine
Tools Engineering Company has a bright
future. We are excited to see where this
partnership will take us in the next few
years" continued Louis.
"The company's worldwide expansion
programme has been calculated and
considered. In fact they only started
exhibiting on the international stage
about four years ago. However today
they are exporting to Turkey, Japan, the
US, Europe including Germany, Italy and
UK and China with their equipment on
the floors of many world-class
manufacturing companies in the
automobile, aerospace, semiconductor,
die and mould and robot industries."
Besides Louis, the management
team is made up of Carlos Figueiredo,
who had been selling high end Japanese
CNC equipment for a number of years
prior to joining Samsung Machine Tools

South Africa, and Emmel Kambouris,
who has a number of years experience
in the service area.
"However we do not intend to be
just another machine tool supplier.
We will also be providing applications
engineering support, including
demonstrations, time studies, training,
programming, feasibility studies, tooling
and fixture selection and design, as well
as plant and equipment layout."
"The company manufactures a
number of different size CNC lathes
with different configurations to suit any
machine shop requirement, as well as
machining centres that will match any
that are currently in the market place"
explained Figueiredo.
"We understand
that it's not
enough
investing in
the best
machine tools
for your
business,
but that what
follows is
superior and
professional
service which
leaves you
feeling
confident
about your
buying
decision. We
have the full
backing of
SMEC
(Samsung
Machine Tool
Engineering Company) and intend to use
their expertise to help the local industry"
concluded Figueiredo.
In house exhibition in
conjunction with Spectra Carbide
from 22 to 24 June 2011
The company's second first in house
exhibition will take place from the
22nd to the 24th June 2011. On display
will be Samsung CNC lathes and
machining centres, a company that is
now regarded as the third biggest
manufacturer of machine tools in
South Korea.
The exhibition is being held in
conjunction with Spectra Carbide,
an importer of a range of cutting tools
and accessories. Live demonstrations
will take place daily.
For further details on the
company and about the up-coming in
house exhibition contact
Samsung Machine Tools South Africa
on TEL: 011 392 1949
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Denel confirms talks to sell
aerostructures subsidiary
South African State-owned defence industrial group Denel confirmed
that it is in talks with local private-sector aerospace company Aerosud about the
future of Denel Saab Aerostructures (DSA).

I

" t is too early to make announcements on the details of
any transaction," stated Denel group CE Talib Sadik.
"There are also a number of conditions precedent that
need to be fulfilled."
This confirmation followed a statement by the Solidarity
trade union that DSA was going to be sold to Aerosud and
that this could lead to further retrenchments at the
Denel subsidiary, which has already seen 485 employees
lose their jobs in three retrenchment programmes since
2008.
The trade union claimed that the Denel board had
already approved the deal in principle and that Aerosud
had indicated that it could not retain all of DSA's
410 remaining employees. Solidarity fears that there could
be another 160, or more, retrenchments and that
DSA could even be closed.
Sadik responded that it is too early to predict any
further job losses at DSA. He pointed out that the company
was responsible for major work packages on the Airbus
Military A400M transport and air-to-air refuelling aircraft
programme. (It should be noted that Aerosud is also a
partner company in the A400M programme.)
"The business is still in a turnaround phase and ... we
are making steady progress towards meeting our goals,"

he affirmed. "The ultimate objective is to ensure the
sustainability of the [aerostructures manufacturing]
capability on an optimal cost basis to the shareholder in
line with Government's Industrial Policy Action Plan 2 and
the Growth Path. It is for this reason that we are in talks
with Aerosud."
DSA, which is 80% owned by Denel and 20% by
Swedish aerospace and defence group Saab, made a loss
of R328-million last year, dragging the entire Denel group
into a loss of R246-million. Solidarity spokesperson Ilze
Nieuwoudt pointed out that, without DSA's loss, "the
Denel group would probably have shown a profit
last year."
"Poor management is to blame for what happened
here," she charged. "In spite of the losses recorded, the
management of the Denel group get large bonuses every
year."
Sadik emphasised that "we are trying to save,
and make sustainable, a loss-making business."
The turnaround plan for DSA is "focused on lean
manufacturing principles and continuous improvement
against international benchmarks. This is to ensure cost
effective, quality and on-time delivery to customers.
We have made major strides with this programme."

Rebar shortages cause companies
to default on contracts - Sarcea

A

nationwide shortage of raw material from
South African steel mills has resulted in reinforcing
steel (rebar) suppliers and manufacturers now having
to default on their contracts with construction companies,
said the South African Reinforced Concrete Engineers
Association (Sarcea).
The association said that the situation, caused by the
inability of South Africa's mills to supply rebar largely owing
to an earlier breakdown of ArcelorMittal South Africa's
Newcastle mill, was likely to cause massive cost and time
overruns for contractors and developers alike.
"There is very little that companies can do about this
general shortage, except import steel bars from
international mills, which requires a two to three month
delivery period and extensive outlays of capital,"
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said Sarcea director Rod Mountford.
To add to the problem, industry is currently suffering
from a decline of work in the construction sector and low
margins.
Mountford also said that large volumes of material had
to be imported to keep cost overruns to a minimum,
making it unaffordable for smaller companies.
"It is uncertain when these shortages will end and
some companies have entered into the process of
importing steel, but it may be a case of too little, too late in
order to avoid costly delays and time overruns,"
he added.
Mittal said in February that the Newcastle furnace had
led to delays in servicing customers, but that it had been
restarted and that it was operating.

AfriMold exhibition
builds up a head of steam
Associations, Federations and Institutes are coming out in force in support of the
second AfriMold Exhibition which focuses on the South African manufacturing
industry from 27-29 September at the Sandton Convention Centre.

E

xhibition managing director Ron MacLarty says this
year's AfriMold offers far more than the inaugural
exhibition, including a high-level technical conference
with keynote speakers drawn from world-class
establishments including the Fraunhofer Institute in
Germany. Presentations will also be made by world-class
designers and leading machine tool manufacturers in
Europe.
"They are supported by local experts who will address
key aspects of the South African manufacturing industry,
including design, materials, tooling, manufacture
and conversion," said MacLarty. "To encourage young
South Africans to seek careers within the industry there is
also a Student Design Competition with the winner
to be announced at the AfriMold gala dinner on
28 September."
The Plastics Institute of SA (PISA) will host the design
competition which involves second-year students from the
various Gauteng Universities competing for the coveted
AfriMold/PISA Design Award, while the Toolmaking
Association of South Africa (TASA) will sponsor 270 tool, die
and mould making students from across Gauteng to attend
the conference.
AfriMold has drawn new industries into participating in
the 2011 conference programme and will be hosting
special sessions devoted to the "Toolmaking industry".
TASA's speakers will cover topics that focus on increasing
the competitiveness of the local tooling industry by
addressing skills development for the industry,
technology recapitalisation, enterprise development,
development of the market, foreign direct investment and
innovative cluster initiatives. Other topics to be addressed
include "Laser technology in advanced manufacturing and
processing", "Nano technology applications" and
"Foundry technology".
MacLarty adds that individuals, companies and
organisations can expect to benefit from networking and
the generation of quality leads in fields such as
CAE/CAD/CAM technologies, mould and tool design, rapid
prototyping and additive manufacture as well as the entire
spectrum of moulds and ancillary tooling.
"What we have is a wealth of engineering know-how and
experience in a single exhibition and conference which is
quite unique, and we have also invited the South African
motor vehicle manufacturing industry to become involved,"
said MacLarty.
"We're also striving to get everyone who is at the show
to take part in the conference because the potential for
ideas and knowledge exchange is immense. We are also
proud to have the National laser Centre of the CSIR at the
show demonstrating their state-of-the-art equipment and
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capabilities. There will also be great opportunities for
participants in the tool and die industry to forge
new relationships and take advantage of benchmarking
opportunities, with TASA subsidising stands for many of its
members."
AfriMold will bridge the gap between the industrial
design and manufacturing communities and original
equipment manufacturers. "What we are doing is focused
on getting the various communities within the overall
industry to interact and talk to each other," says MacLarty.
"AfriMold is a means of building brands, launching new
products and services, networking and building up contacts
and relationships."
This year leading industry institutions and
associations will actively participate in the show.
MacLarty sees this as "a strong vote of confidence in the
value and relevance of AfriMold in terms of expanding the
capability of the South African manufacturing industry
and ensuring its competitiveness in both local and world
markets."
Participating industry institutions and associations, all
underpinned by TASA, which will be hosting three days of
high-level tooling sessions across a number of thematic
areas of tooling, include:
• Plastics Institute of South Africa (PISA)
• South African Institute of Foundrymen (SAIF)
• Aluminium Federation of South Africa (AFSA)
• Plastics Federation of South Africa (PFSA)
• National Foundry Technology Network (NFTN)
• Stainless Steel Association of South Africa (SASSDA)
• National Laser Centre (NLC)
• The Nanotechnology Centre
"We are very excited by the opportunity to participate in
this year's AfriMold," said Bob Williamson, National
Chairman of TASA. "The support that the South African
tooling industry has been receiving from the Government
has been phenomenal, and we look forward to displaying
the fruits of everything we've achieved at the exhibition,
and introducing up and coming talent to the lucrative and
exiting world of tool making."
The Sandton Convention Centre has been retained as
the venue for the show following the success of the
inaugural event last year. The organisers also point to the
convenience of the location in terms of the Gautrain
service which offers delegates and visitors quick, easy
access to and from the exhibition.
For more information contact Ron MacLarty
at AfriMold on TEL: 072 353 6699 or
E-mail: ron@afrimold.com

Component makers
say exports in jeopardy on back
of steel quota cuts

A

"severe rationing" of certain grades of steel may disrupt
the supply of South African made components to local
and global vehicle manufacturers, says National
Association of Automotive Component and Allied
Manufacturers (Naacam) executive director Roger Pitot.
"ArcelorMittal gave our members their allocations for May
and June, and some companies are getting 50% of the steel
they need."
"We think this may be due to the problems at Newcastle."
A breakdown at ArcelorMittal's main furnace in Newcastle
at the beginning of the year resulted in a six-week delay in steel
deliveries. However, the steel maker reported in February that
the furnace has been restarted and that it was operating at
capacity. The company reported at the time that it was hopeful
of returning to normal supply levels for domestic demand in the
next two months.
Pitot says that Naacam has conveyed its concerns
regarding the steel situation to the Department of Trade and
Industry.
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He says it will "do severe damage to the country's
reputation, and to the reputation of the local automotive
industry, to have work stopped at international plants because
the parts did not come in from South Africa".
"Some companies are scrambling to import steel, but this is
happening on short notice and it is expensive, but they may
have to do it to save their reputation."
As a possible solution, Pitot suggests that some local steel
supply could be reallocated to the automotive industry over the
next few months to halt what he says could become "a crisis
with massive economic ramifications".
The South African component industry exported around
R30-billion in components in 2010, with catalytic converters,
leather seat kits and engine parts making up the bulk of
exports.
The cut in steel allocations to the automotive industry
appears limited to component manufacturers, as the local
vehicle manufacturers Engineering News contacted say there
has been no reduction in their steel quotas.

Afrox secures biggest order for
gas cutting sets to date
Heavy engineering company DCD Dorbyl recently placed an order with Afrox
for 40 complete customised Harris gas cutting sets. The order, secured against
stiff competition, is Afrox's biggest to date for these gas cutting sets.

A

frox's Stewart Powlesland, Regional Welding Processes
and Applications Specialist, says DCD Dorbyl needed
the gas equipment to handle the high volume of
pre-work cutting necessary before fabrication
could take place on various parts of the
Siepin 3000 pipe laying vessel.
The order included a requirement for
Afrox to make up twenty-five 30 m sets,
which were assembled at the company's
Paarden Eiland Gas & Gear retail outlet and
delivered to the Dry Dock section of the Cape Town harbour,
where DCD Dorbyl was working on the vessel.
When welding commenced, E7018-1 electrodes and E71T-1
fluxcore wires were used to weld the sections that had to be
modified for pipe laying. Approximately 25 tons of Low Hydrogen
electrodes and six tons of Trimark fluxcore wires were used.
"Although we faced strong competition when tendering for

this business, Afrox's service capabilities and
track record at the harbour during previous
refurbishments of this type proved to be the
deal-maker," says Powlesland. "DCD is one
of our Western Cape branch's key customers
and the number one fabricator at the harbour."
Popular Gas Equipment brand Harris - exclusive to
Afrox - has been incorporated into Afrox's mainstream range
of products and is accessible to customers through all Afrox
branches, as well as selected Gas & Gear retail outlets around the
country. A selection of Harris products is currently manufactured
under license at Afrox's state-of-the-art Gas Equipment Factory
in Germiston - including the Harris Model 92/77 regulators,
Monarch 28 cutting torches and series 2890-F cutting tips.
Afrox's relationship with Harris goes as far back as the
1970s, when the company was granted exclusive rights to
distribute Harris gas equipment throughout sub-Saharan Africa.
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BMW SA to export
5 000 more units in 2011,
pushes ahead with CKD plan

T

he BMW South Africa (BMW SA) manufacturing plant,
in Rosslyn, north of Pretoria, will this year expand its
export operations by around 5 000 units - in 2010,
the company produced just short of 50 000 vehicles and
exported 85% of that output.
The plant, which produces the BMW 3 Series sedan for
local and international markets, has started production of
the 3 Series xDrive all-wheel drive model for export to
mainly Canada and the US.
This will add around 3 000 units a year to the
production volume, says BMW Rosslyn plant director
Johannes Ginglseder.
"As a plant we wanted to offer all the options available
on the 3 Series, and the only option missing was the
four-wheel drive version."
Up to now, the BMW plant in Munich has been the
only producer of the BMW 3 Series sedan xDrive model.
In addition to gaining production of the xDrive, the
Rosslyn plant has also started exporting painted
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BMW 3 Series bodies and hang-on parts to other
BMW markets, such as India, for complete knock-down
(CKD) assembly.
While initial painted body volumes are to remain
modest at an expected 1 800 units a year, it is a move that
opens the door for BMW SA to potentially produce painted
bodies for CKD assembly on a larger scale in the future.
"This is an opportunity for us to possibly expand our
operations if this project is a success, and ultimately
produce painted BMW 3 Series bodies for all of the
BMW Group's CKD assembly facilities around the world,"
says BMW SA MD Bodo Donauer.
"Our export programme is critical to us, and a vital facet
of automotive production in South Africa. In order for us to
grow our operations we need to look outside of local
markets. These new opportunities allow us to increase our
export footprint, albeit in limited numbers for now,
and will consequently also allow us to grow our local skills
base."

Ginglseder says that current capacity at the plant is
around 50 000 to 55 000 units year. Current soaring
demand has already seen the introduction of "some
Saturday shifts".
He believes that production this year will exceed the
49 029 units recorded in 2010.
BMW SA exports around 85% of its production, through
both the Durban and Maputo harbours.
Around 50% of current BMW exports go the US,
Africa receives 0,1%, Japan 15%, East Asia 5,5%,
Australia/New Zealand 8,5%, and Canada 5%.
BMW SA is gearing up for the production of the new
3 Series, likely to be introduced in 2012. A R2,2-billion
project is currently being rolled out to see capacity
increase to 87 000 units a year.
Streamlined exports to the US
In addition to increasing its export footprint, BMW SA
has also streamlined its shipping channels to better
support its export programme to the North American Free
Trade Agreement (Nafta) region.
BMW 3 Series sedans built in Rosslyn for the
North American market are now shipped directly to either
the West or East Coast of the US.
Previously all vehicles bound for the Nafta region from
South Africa were shipped to Bremen, in Germany, and
then transferred on to ships bound for the US.
The new direct shipping route cuts South Africa's lead
times to the US by as much as 16 days, meeting
customers' demand for faster turnaround times. Vehicle

handling is also reduced as a result of the direct route.
Previously, the relatively low volumes from South Africa
to North America meant that it was difficult to use
traditional shipment methods between the two continents.
However, by consolidating volume with other South African
vehicle exporters to the region, BMW was able to negotiate
competitive rates for direct shipment, resulting in a
bi-monthly shipment to this market.
"In addition, should the consolidated volume decline for
any reason, we have implemented an innovative container
packing solutions for our export cars to these markets,
which also allows for a direct shipment, but on normal
container vessels," explains Donauer.
"This marks an important strategic step for us. With
shorter lead times we are able to potentially further
expand our export numbers to a critical market for the
BMW Group."
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Lear Corporation
is GMSA Supplier of the Year
Lear Corporation South Africa (LCSA) came out tops as
General Motors South Africa (GMSA) overall Supplier of the Year for 2010
at a function held in Port Elizabeth.

L

CSA supplies seat assemblies for the Chevrolet Utility
and Isuzu Pickup programmes and will also supply
seats for the new Spark which will be produced by
GMSA later this year. According to Evan Dold, GMSA vice
president of Global Purchasing and Supply Chain (GPSC),
LCSA has demonstrated superior service in the areas of
programme management, material supply and product
quality.
"This award also recognises Lear's commitment to
continuous improvement with a pro-active approach to cost
saving initiatives. Lear consistently strives to be the best
and has been an award winner for 8 years running,"
said Dold.
He added that the motor industry endured a number
of industrial action interruptions last year, including a
component supplier strike. LCSA had effectively mitigated

From left Evan Dold, GMSA vice president of Global Purchasing
and Supply Chain, Giuseppe Tagliaferri Managing Director of
LCSA and Edgar Lourencon, president of GM Sub-Saharan Africa

key risks and ensured that GMSA remained on track to
meet production schedules. "Their active support for new
product programmes, which often include complex tier two
supply arrangements and tight deadlines, is a notable
differentiator," Dold said.
LCSA has three factories in South Africa based in
Rosslyn, East London and Port Elizabeth.
Every year suppliers are rated on quality, service,
technology and price. In addition to the overall Supplier of
the Year, a number of other suppliers received recognition
in various categories for excellent support. Parts & Accessory
(P&A) Department category winners included GUD Filters
(Maintenance and Repair), Rex Diff and Gearbox (Collision
and Powertrain), Beekman Super Canopies (Accessories)
and Bearing Man (P&A Warehouse).
Direct Purchasing winners in the GPSC Department
included Coega Autospray and Du Pont Freeworld (Body
Exterior), Goodyear SA and Continental Tyre SA (Chassis
and Induction Controls Exhaust), Smiths Manufacturing SA
(Heating, Ventilation and Air-conditioning), Robert Bosch
and First National Batteries (Electric Systems,
Batteries/Hybrids) and Lear Corporation (Interior and
Safety). Indirect Procurement winners were 360 Degrees
Production, GE Power & Water Technologies and Industrial
Safety Products. The Global Logistics winners were
UTi Material Handling, BLG Logistics of SA and UTi Sun
Couriers. The winners in the final division, namely,
Component Exports, were Eberspächer SA (Catalytic
Converter) and SJM Flex SA (Non-Catalytic Converter).
As a global company, GMSA sources components from
locations like Brazil, Korea, Australia, Thailand and Japan
in addition to its 105 local suppliers.
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Counting the numbers
Over three million ticketed spectators passed through Turnstar turnstiles
during the 2010 FIFA World Cup.

N

ext time you enter a major sporting venue in
South Africa you will most likely be guided through a
Turnstar turnstile.
Established in 1990, Turnstar is now one of the largest
manufacturers of turnstiles in the Southern Hemisphere
with a modern, 3 500 m² factory in Wynberg, Johannesburg
producing over 200 turnstiles and automatic vehicle
barriers a month.
But life was not easy at first for this entrepreneur and
engineer who, almost by mistake, became involved in the
business of turnstile manufacturing at the age of 40.
"Although I was qualified as an electrical engineer I was
never happy working in the field. Nine different jobs
including six with consulting electrical engineers in 16
and half years after qualifying can testify to this. My heart
lay in manufacturing and all the time I was looking for
something that I could lay my hands on that would satisfy
my desire to see an end product, designed and
manufactured by my company, leaving the factory" said
Sid Sacks, MD and owner of Turnstar.
"Fortunately during this frustrating time I had completed
an MBA so this would give me added skills when I did
eventually start my own business",continued Sid.

Craig and Sid Sacks

Over three million ticketed
spectators passed through
Turnstar turnstiles during the
2010 FIFA World Cup

736 000 fans passed through the 177 turnstiles at Soccer City Stadium
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"The last company I
worked for was headed up
by an old university friend
and we managed to secure
a contract which involved
supplying 32 turnstiles to
the old Soccer City Stadium
in 1989.
"It was quite amazing
because we were not a
manufacturing company
and barely even knew how
to begin making a turnstile.
Anyway I did all the design
work, sourced parts and
materials and hired two
welders from the welding
school and successfully

Sports venues are prime sites
for turnstiles

completed the contract. That is when I got a shock.
After completion of the contract I was told by my boss
that I was no longer needed, but that we would form a new
company in which I would be the major shareholder and he
would be the minor shareholder and I would be able to do
basically as I liked. It was effectively a case of being
thrown into the deep end and failure was not an option.
I worked seven days a week, did all the quoting, site visits,
designs, installations, invoicing and the company was
successful from small beginnings. Eight years ago,
I purchased the shareholding of my partner and I am

Turnstiles can be used in any environment where access
and monitoring is necessary

now the sole owner" explained Sid.
"The rest is history as they say and if I look at the
acclaim that South Africa has won in hosting the 2010 FIFA
World Cup, and how we as a company were able to be part
of it, I am very grateful that I took the decision at the time."
"The 2010 FIFA World Cup has been a big project for
the company but our experience is not limited to sporting
venues. A contributing factor to the success and growth of
the company has been the improved access control system
technology and vehicle barrier technology in South Africa
which has seen the introduction of fingerprint and
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and get it up and running
again.
The equipment on the
shopfloor has also advanced in
terms of technology and
quantity. A number of
disciplines that used to be
shopped out are now done
in-house and this has meant
substantial investment in
capital equipment. This includes
a CNC Hyundai-Kia machining
centre and lathe supplied by
Edwin Roth (Pty) Ltd, the
CSM pipe bending machine
supplied by The Retecon Group
and a Panasonic robot
welder.
Installed last year but about
to be commissioned is a
state-of-the-art powder coating
The company's portfolio includes automatic and manual vehicle barriers
plant.
The company's laser work is
proximity reader technology for use in mines, factories,
still contracted out and this will remain so as the company
office, health clubs and many other situations."
does not have the throughput to warrant the investment,
"The design, functionality and aesthetics of turnstile or
however this could change in the future. Bending of sheet
barrier entrance have also taken huge strides. For
metal is done in house.
example, where the turnstile involves employee entrances
all the movement of employees can be monitored on a
2010 FIFA World Cup success
real-time basis"
Although the tournament crowned Spain World Cup
. "I have always been involved in the design of our
champions nearly a year ago there are still numerous
products although I have to admit that because of the
stories that could be told that contributed to the
growth in the company in recent years I have had to
success of the tournament. One such story is how
relinquish this aspect. Just over two years ago I employed
Turnstar supplied and installed access control turnstiles
a designer and have subsequently added two
for the majority of South Africa's stadiums during the
draughtsmen."
historic tournament, with over 960 turnstiles manufactured
"This has led to new thinking and the designs that are
and supplied.
emanating from this department are encouraging. Today
Turnstar had previously been a turnstile supplier for
these guys work very closely with the contractors and
the 2003 ICC Cricket World Cup with 142 Turnstar
architects. Our latest product, which is about to be
turnstiles used at cricket stadiums countrywide.
released, won't look out of place in the foyer of any blue
The football stadiums included the premier venues
chip company" said Sid.
Soccer City and Green Point stadium as well as
Relinquishing control will not be a problem for Sid
15 fan parks and training stadiums. This represents
though, as his son, Craig, is being groomed to take over.
the single largest turnstile project ever completed in
What will remain with him forever is tinkering on the
Africa.
shopfloor. While on a tour of the facility Sid had to stop at
Turnstiles had to cater for both the security concerns of
the pipe bending machine and question why it was
the stadium as well as its overall aesthetics. Full height
temporarily idle and could not wait to get stuck in

The company has a CNC Hyundai-Kia machining centre
supplied by Edwin Roth (Pty) Ltd
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The company also has a CNC Hyundai-Kia CNC lathe
supplied by Edwin Roth (Pty) Ltd



turnstiles offer a high level of security whereas waist
height and half height turnstiles are more comfortable for
spectators, but less effective when it comes to security and
crowd control. This adds to the responsibilities of stadium
ticket attendants. Turnstar therefore catered for the unique
specifications of each stadium, based on preferences of
management and on the particular stadium's future
requirements.
Thus collaborating closely with each stadium in order
to find a heavy-duty turnstile solution that offered mass
access was essential. For a number of the stadiums,
Turnstar modified its standard full height turnstile
in order to provide the spectator with extra walkthrough
space and for ease of use with a ticketing system.
Environmental conditions endemic to each region also
had to be considered. Different finishes were therefore
used to suit the climate of the stadium in question.
316 marine grade stainless steel was used for coastal
installations, such as the Green Point Stadium in Cape
Town, and 304 grade stainless steel was used for inland
installations, such as the Bloemfontein stadium in the
Free State. Powder coated and hot dip galvanised steel
were also used for inland installations to provide greater
durability.

The first conventional lathe that the company purchased
is still in good working order

The stadiums
Soccer City Stadium, Soweto
736 000 fans passed through the 177 turnstiles at
Soccer City Stadium. This included 156 Triumph 4 full
height turnstiles manufactured from hot dip galvanised
mild steel, which were placed at stadium entrances.
Comfort for spectators was of prime concern so the
turnstiles were set for 180° rotation for ease of use.
Turnstiles were also fitted with LED indicator lights to
indicate when they are available for use. In addition,
15 Trident waist height turnstiles and six special-needs
gates, manufactured from 304 grade brushed stainless
steel, were tailor-made for the VIP areas.
Besides the turnstiles, over 350 stainless steel boxes
were manufactured for the ticket reader system and the
ticket system controllers.
Green Point Stadium, Cape Town
At the Green Point Stadium, 512 800 fans passed
through Turnstar's 88 Trident waist height turnstiles
manufactured from 316 marine grade brushed stainless
steel.

Turnstiles being assembled

Five arm turnstiles waiting to be transported for finishing
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Loftus Versveld Stadium, Pretoria and
Ellis Park Stadium, Johannesburg
Two of Gauteng's most established stadiums,
Loftus Versveld and Ellis Park were upgraded and
showcased during the FIFA World Cup. 257 400 fans
passed through Loftus and 389 900 fans attended
matches at Ellis Park.
At both stadiums spectators gained entry through
Turnstar Triumph 4 full height turnstiles coated with a
UV-resistant epoxy powder coat. All these turnstiles were
set for 180° rotation for comfortable access and fitted with
LED indicator lights to indicate when they are available for
use. Trident waist height turnstiles manufactured from
304 grade brushed stainless steel were fitted for the
VIP areas at both stadiums. A total of 204 turnstiles were
installed at these two stadiums.
Royal Bafokeng Stadium, Rustenburg
389 900 fans attended World Cup matches at the
Royal Bafokeng Stadium near Sun City. 56 Titan 4 half
height turnstiles, manufactured from UV-resistant epoxy
powder coat frames with 304 grade brushed stainless steel
rotor, were engineered expressly for this stadium. Turnstar
also considered the fact that the stadium entrance offered
no barrier from the street and designed the turnstiles
accordingly. The turnstiles are therefore supported by large
concrete columns which also act as a visual barrier for
spectators. They thereby provide increased security by
creating an effective division between the secure area


inside the stadium and the street
surrounding its outer ring.
Bloemfontein Stadium, Free State
300 000 fans passed through
Turnstar turnstiles at the Bloemfontein
Stadium. The 64 Trident waist height
turnstiles were manufactured from
304 grade brushed stainless steel.
The company showcased their
efficiency by completing the entire
installation in only three days.
Peter Mokaba Stadium, Polokwane
The Peter Mokaba Stadium saw
168 000 fans pass through
74 Triumph 3 full-height turnstiles.
Mild steel, which was epoxy powder
coated, was used in the manufacturing
of these turnstiles. Placing the needs
of spectators first, Turnstar supplied
three-arm turnstiles which provide
additional walkthrough space.

Everising bandsaws are used for various cutting operations.
First Cut is the agent for Everising

Mbombela Stadium, Nelspruit
Mbombela Stadium in Nelspruit was supplied with
75 Triumph 4 full height turnstiles designed with hot dip
galvanised mild steel. Hot dipped galvanised steel was also
used to build 10 full height security gates which were used
in order to provide wheelchair access. The gates were each
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fitted with a magnetic lock and door closer and were
connected to the ticket reader system. 164 000 enthusiastic
spectators frequented this stadium during the tournament.
Training stadiums and fan parks
Thousands of football fans and players also passed

of a turnstile manufacturer. Today
the company's portfolio includes
automatic and manual revolving
doors, man-trap cubicles, speed gates,
automatic and manual vehicle barriers
and tyre-spike barriers.
All products are either
manufactured fully in-house or part
thereof and then assembled in their
own 3500 m² under roof facility in
Wynberg. The company currently
employs 70 staff.
"Our ambition is to be one of the
largest manufacturers of turnstiles
worldwide, and not only in the
Southern Hemisphere. There is
no reason why we cannot achieve this
goal" said Sid's son Craig who joined
the company just over seven years
ago.
"Other name brands where you
Pipe bending is part of the production process. Here you see a CSM pipe bender
will find our products include
supplied by the Retecon Group
Microsoft, Tiger Brands, Absa and Edcon.
Slowly we are making serious in-roads
through turnstiles at fan parks and training stadiums.
into the international market with products now installed in
Turnstar supplied turnstiles to 15 of these training
Africa, Middle East, Europe and Australasia. This business
stadiums and fan parks throughout South Africa. A total of
now accounts for 30 percent of our turnover" continued
222 turnstiles were installed at these venues which had a
Craig.
total capacity of 212 500 seats collectively.
For further details contact Turnstar Systems on
Over time the company's offering has evolved from that
TEL: 011 786 1633 or visit www.turnstar.co.za
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Surviving competition
through aggressive business
practices
The word Uno immediately conjures up thoughts of Italy with the iconic
Fiat Uno motor vehicle coming to mind. Uno translated into English
roughly means number one and this is not dissimilar to the thinking of Alberton,
Gauteng based Uno Engineering.

I

t is not surprising that the company took
its name from the famous Fiat company
(Fabbrica Italiana Automobili Torino
- English: Italian Automobile Factory
of Turin). Founder Mario Fiorot qualified as a
tool and diemaker in Italy before immigrating
to South Africa in 1977 and eventually
started his own company in 1990.
"Machining to tight tolerances is our
game" says Denis Fiorot, the son of the
founder. "My late dad, who was my mentor,
was a stickler for precision and tight
tolerances, a discipline he installed in me
from the time I started to tinker with the
machines while still at school."
This is now reflected in the range of
safety critical components that the company
machines on a daily basis.
Born in Italy, Denis, who is now 38, has
spent most of his life in South Africa and his
entire working career with the company.
Denis studied mechanical engineering at
Vaal Technikon but it was the practical
experience and his dad's influence that

Denis Fiorot in front of one of Uno Engineering's Doosan Infracore lathes,
supplied by Puma Machine Tools

The first CNC machine the company purchased was a Hitachi Seiki
20 R lathe and the machine is still performing admirably today
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The company has two Quaser machining centres supplied by
Holmach Machine Tools

has led him to continue with the work
ethic and attention to detail that has
made Uno Engineering a success that it
is today.
"The company started off machining
components for Fisher control valves.
These valves are found in virtually every
industry where fluid flow must be
controlled and there are many, such as
the petroleum industry, where the valves
are used in safety critical situations. So
the product cannot fail as there needs to
be tight tolerances on the components
making up the valve."
"Another industry the company was
involved in during those early days when
it was based in Booysens Reserve,
Johannesburg was the automotive
The bank of Hyundai-Kia gang turners, supplied by Edwin Roth (Pty) Ltd, are producing
industry where we would machine
over 36 000 accurately machined components a day and Denis has worked out
various components. We were also
that each machine has produced over four million components in their lifespan so far
contracted to manufacture jigs and
fixtures for the companies we were
going the CNC route. After all he had learnt his trade on
supplying the components to. Now we have become
conventional machine tools and with Denis onboard
specialists in machining components for the pump
Mario believed that the sky was the limit. After renting a
industry. No component is too difficult for us and we take
machine for two years Uno Engineering decided to take the
pride in overcoming new challenges."
plunge and invest in the company's first CNC machine in
Change to CNC machines
2000. This was a Hitachi Seiki 20 R lathe and the
machine is still performing admirably today, according
After years of achieving outstanding results with
to Denis.
conventional machine tools, Mario Fiorot was considering
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The new Samsung PL 45 MC CNC turning centre has
an 18" chuck, 775 mm maximum swing diameter over the bed,
650 mm maximum turning diameter, 2255 mm maximum
turning length, 115 mm bar capacity, a 132 mm spindle bore,
programmable steady and driven tooling

"We take great care in the maintenance of our
machines and expect them to perform. Sadly dad only had
two years of experiencing the significant reductions in the
time we saved when machining components on a CNC.
He passed away in 2002 at the very young age of 53."

The programmable steady and driven tooling
on the new Samsung PL 45 MC CNC turning centre
supplied by Samsung Machine Tools South Africa

have a mix of machining centres and lathes, all
complementing each other. Most of them have live tooling
fitted as well."

New Samsung PL 45 MC CNC turning centre
"Buying capacity does not always mean just buying a
Purchasing capacity
new machine or a different machine to the ones you have
on your floor. You also have to look at the capabilities of
"However I had seen the benefits of using
each machine and the disciplines they are performing. In
CNC machines and we made a strategic decision to invest
our case our machines have had middle of the road
more in them. But we decided that, rather than get an
capabilities which has in some cases excluded us from
order first and then look for a machine to increase our
pitching for contracts that have larger components to
capacity to accommodate the order, we should be in a
machine."
position to have the flexibility of satisfying the customers'
"This is why we have gone 'big' in our latest
needs as soon as the order is placed with us."
purchase which was installed in January. The new
"This strategy has certainly enabled us to gain a
Samsung PL 45 MC CNC turning centre has an 18" chuck,
competitive edge and win confidence with prospective clients."
775 mm maximum swing diameter over the bed, 650 mm
"The decision has meant that on average we will
maximum turning diameter, 2255 mm maximum turning
purchase two new CNC machine tools every year, even
length, 115 mm bar capacity, a 132 mm spindle bore,
through the tough times over the last few years. We now
programmable steady and driven tooling"
"The machine is the first of its kind
in South Africa and, because of its size,
has opened up new possibilities for us."
The company uses programming
software for complex machining
applications and can machine most
types of material including cast iron,
aluminium, brass, EN 8 and stainless
steel, both from solids and castings, just
to mention a few.
Machines are set up in cell
formations and they include Doosan
Infracore lathes, Takisawa lathes,
Quaser milling machines and
Hyundai-Kia gang turners.
The bank of Hyundai-Kia gang
turners are producing over 36 000
accurately machined components a day
and Denis has worked out that each
machine has produced over four million
components in their lifespan so far.
These numbers can only be
achieved if you are working two 12 hour
shifts and you have 20 operators at
your
disposal. The total staff compliment
Machines are set up in cell formations and they include Doosan Infracore lathes,
is 30.

Takisawa lathes, Quaser milling machines and Hyundai-Kia gang turners
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right:
"We designed an
ant-theft wheel nut which is
simple in design
but very effective. It is made up of
two components that
inter-lock and an added advantage
is the business can have their
company name marked on the nut.
As a result of this we
are now manufacturing over
4000 of these a month and have
a dedicated machine
turning them out."

below:
Brass components
are also machined

Own product
Although the majority of the
production at Uno Engineering is
contract work the company does have
one product that it is proud to talk
about.
"After running out of space in
Booysens we moved to the current
facility in Alberton in 2004. Our
neighbour is in the transport business
and he was experiencing theft of wheels
from his trucks. He approached us three
years ago to see if we could come up
with a solution."
"We designed an ant-theft wheel nut
which is simple in design but very
effective. It is made up of two
components that inter-lock and an
added advantage is the business can
have their company name marked on
the nut. As a result of this we are now
manufacturing over 4000 of these a
month and have a dedicated machine
turning them out."
As they say, behind every Italian man
is a good wife and mother and this is
certainly the case in the Fiorot family.
Mum Patrizia has been involved with the
business from the beginning and today
looks after the financial and
administration side of the company.
For further details contact Uno
Engineering on TEL: 011 902 4221

As they say, behind every Italian man is
a good wife and mother and this is certainly
the case in the Fiorot family. Mum Patrizia
has been involved with the business from the
beginning and today looks after the financial
and administration side of the company
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“Curving and bending
metal is our business”
General Rolling Works aims to be the company with the biggest rolling capacity
in South Africa.

F

our processes are primarily used to form metal in
industry today: extruding, press brake bending, roll
forming, and stamping. These four processes have
helped to create the buildings we work in, the cars we
drive, and plenty of other metal objects we use on an
everyday basis. Roll forming is likely the least used of all of
these processes, but given the right applications, it can
prove to be the most cost-effective alternative.
Roll forming, often called open-section forming, uses
successive sets of roller dies to bend a strip of steel
progressively until the desired shape is achieved. This
process is very similar to traditional tube and pipe making,
but differs in that it can form more complicated
sections.
Both roll forming and tube and pipe forming involve
bending steel with roller dies, with each pair of rolls
working the strip progressively until the desired shape is
achieved. How roll forming differs is that it lends itself well
to pre punching, mid piercing, and post punching all inline,
as well as sweeping before cutoff.
In simple terms, roll forming is a matter of shaping
material using localized deformation with a large amount of

Trevor Harley
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The Faccin hydraulic section bending roll series RCMI 360
are equipped, as standard, with two hydraulically adjustable
bending rolls (double pinch design). The machine will be
installed by local agent Talmac Machine Tools

material movement. Localized deformation is a permanent
bend with a slight thickness reduction at the bending line.
Material movement
is a matter of
relocating or rotating
a section, either
formed or unformed,
without changing its
shape. Although roll
forming engineers
often address these
processes at the
same time, it can be
helpful to consider
formation and
movement
separately.
Roll forming can
produce parts of any
length, really being
limited only by the
length of the
material being fed
into the line. The
materials used in
roll forming are
those that can
withstand the
radius required.
Boron,
aluminium,


"With the new machine installed it will
take our capacity up to 400 tons."

and steel are all materials that can be roll formed.
The process creates cross sections by slowly bending
material to a desired radius in a continuous operation.
It produces parts with tight tolerances and creates
complex sweeps in a high-volume application.
Two, three and four-roll bending machines are just
some of the many plate rolling machine styles available
to metal fabricators. These machines consist of
heavy duty rolls that are horizontally positioned in the
machine and material is fed into the rolls and bent
according to requirements. These machines are
common to most forming shops and service
centres.

"Our current equipment can roll sections with a section modulus
from 9 cm³ up to 560 cm³. With the new machine this will go up to
1750 cm³ which will open up a whole new market for us"
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Niche area of section rolling
The vertical section rolling machines are not that
common and are expressly designed for rolling profiles with
high resistance to the bending. This is the reason why the
structures are heavily dimensioned and are built with heavy
thickness plates of certified quality steel.
This is the area that General Rolling Works primarily
operates in and has carved itself a niche in the market
place. "Curving or bending metal to specification has been
the company's expertise since it was founded 50 years
ago" said Director and partner Trevor Harley.
"The company was founded by an Italian and a Greek
gentleman who were working for the Cementation Group at
the time. The company was struggling to get metal rolled
and shaped and they saw the opportunity to start their own
venture" explained Trevor.
"The company eventually ended up in the
Murray & Roberts Group company Genrec Engineering."
"I had in the mean time started off my career in the
metal fabrication industry with Central Welding Works, a
company owned by my business partner Matthew
Pavkovich" continued Trevor.
"The opportunity to purchase General Rolling Works
arose about eight years ago when Murray & Roberts was in
one of its unbundling phases and that is when Mathew and
I became involved. We moved the company to its current
location in Industria West, Gauteng and have been
operating very successfully since then."
"I joke that of the two original owners the Italian must
have had the greatest influence because as you can see
our shopfloor is dominated by Italian equipment."
"The Boldrini company, which was located in Milano,
Italy, was founded at the beginning pf the 20th century. In
1933 it produced the first Italian machine for profile
bending and in 1939 the first plate-bending machine.
In 1959 they took out a patent for its bending machine.
Since that time Boldrini has been known worldwide for the
quality of the machinery it produces, for high technologies
and reliability" said Trevor.
New Faccin
"Last year, around about the time of EuroBlech, the
Boldrini company was purchased by another Italian roll
bending machine manufacturer Faccin. At the time we were
in the market for a new machine and my visit to Faccin in
October 2010 after EuroBlech was very timeous as they
had just completed the deal and I was probably one of the

The overall dimensions of the machine are length 4500 mm,
width 4850 mm, height 3750 mm and the approximate
machine weight is 46 tons



Beams that have been rolled

Various sections that have been rolled, waiting for dispatch

rolls are independently adjustable in six directions and
the machines are supplied with universal rolls for rolling all
different profiles except hallow sections. The rolls are
independently driven via three hydraulic motors coupled to
three planetary gearboxes.
The overall dimensions of the machine are length
4500 mm, width 4850 mm, height 3750 mm and the
approximate machine weight is 46 tons. The machine will
be installed by local agent Talmac Machine Tools.
"There are a few reasons why we have purchased the
new Faccin. We needed more capacity, plus the current
machines that we have are relatively old and we needed to
upgrade and become more productive. We also want to be
Faccin hydraulic section bending roll series RCMI 360
known as the company with the biggest section rolling
capacity on the African continent. Our current equipment
The Faccin hydraulic section bending roll series
can roll sections with a section modulus from 9 cm³ up to
RCMI 360 are equipped, as standard, with two hydraulically
560 cm³. With the new machine this will go up to 1750 cm³
adjustable bending rolls (double pinch design). The guiding
which will open up a
whole new market
for us."
"We have
subsequently been
awarded a contract
that involves bending
305 x 305 mm
column beams which
have a weight of
118 kilograms per
column metre. We
will be processing
80 tons of material
for this particular
contract which
should take us
about a month to
complete."
"Generally we
can process anything
between 50 and
300 tons of material
per month
depending on the
complexity of the
particular operation.
With the new
machine installed it
will take our
capacity up to

One of the 12 different Boldrini machines
400 tons."
first outsiders to know."
"It was very important for me to know that this
development had taken place as we have 12 different
Boldrini machines, two of which are the largest in
South Africa, and we needed the continuity of service and
spares."
"The Faccin manufacturing plant in Visano near Brescia
in the north of Italy is very impressive and it did not take
too much persuasion to invest in a new Faccin hydraulic
section bending roll series RCMI 360, which will be shipped
in June and should be installed and operating by the end
of July."
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"Our business operates mainly on 'roll-only'
basis whereby the customer supplies the
material and General Rolling Works only
roll-bends the sections to the client's
requirements. We do also offer supply and roll
as well as supply, roll and weld facilities but
99 percent of our business is the former.
Generally you will find that the customers that
we deal with are fabrication companies, large
and small, that are already getting a better
price for material than we can because of their
volumes."
General Rolling Works has experience in
working with a great variety of sections in the
following types of material: mild steel, stainless
steel, aluminium and copper.
The company uses the latest technology to
roll-bend all standard sections - from the
smallest to the largest sections. Special
sections, such as window and builders'
sections are also rolled by the company. A full
set of pipe rolling dies from ½" up to 12" are
available for roll-bending of all standard sizes
of pipe without filling. The new Faccin machine is capable
of cold roll bending 16" pipe (406 OD) to an inside
diameter of 8 metres. However, these pipe dies have not
yet been ordered.
General Rolling Works rolls flanges, pipe bends, crawl
beams and arches for the fabrication, construction, mining
and erection industries. The process that General Rolling
Works uses is a cold rolling process and some of the
sections that they can roll include:
• Flat bar - flats on edge and flat bands
• Angle - toe out and toe in
• Square bar - flange
• Tee bar - toe out and toe in
• Round bar - rings/coils
• Pipe - rings/coils
• Channel - toe out, toe in and web horizontal
• I-Beam/joist - beam vertical (crawl) and
beam horizontal (arch)
• Universal columns - web vertical
and horizontal
• Rail - vertical

Pipe and tubing can be rolled as well

•
•

Crane rail - crown out
Building section - web vertical

Although the company does not deal direct with
the end user some of the more interesting projects they
have been involved with lately include the Gautrain
stations, the gantry sections for the tolling system currently
being set up around Johannesburg, the Medupi

General Rolling Works can form
all types of shapes

Sections that have been rolled and tack welded
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and Kusile power stations and the Makro store
arch designs.
The company employs 50 people and operates
from a facility that has 4000 m² under roof and
has clients throughout South Africa and
neighbouring countries.
"Curving and bending metal is our business.
With clients looking to have more aesthetically
pleasing structures and buildings erected, the new
machine is going to give us the opportunity to be
part of this new renaissance in the architectural
world."
For further details contact Trevor Harley on
TEL: 011 474 8723 or Matthew Pavkovich on
TEL: 011 914 1525

Getting into gear
Cutting tool manufacturer helps growing company improve efficiency.

W

ith the extensive
mining industry that
South Africa has
there are number of
suppliers that feed into the
industry with all types of
product, components,
services and many more.
In this multi-billion rand
industry, there are endless
opportunities to become a
supplier.
One such company is
Joesten Marketing.
Joesten is a fast growing
manufacturer and repairer
of scraper winches. Amongst
the product range of
winches that the company
supplies are remote
controlled shunting winches
with a reaching distance of
200 metres and scraper
winches in the range 37 to
Stephen du Preez in front of the Haas Mini Mill
75 kilowatt, as well as the
supply of spare parts.
Joesten's Model
when the winch was located underground. We have now
JM T-shaped winch is a new and exiting addition to the
designed a winch so that the planetary system is located
present winch population that the company offers with
on the outside of the winch and when there is a breakdown
distinct advantages to maintenance, reliability and
we just remove this section and replace" explained
longevity.
Stephen Du Preez, son of owner Joe.
"Most winches have a planetary system located near
The Model JM T-shaped winch currently makes up
the gear box of the winch, which basically is in the middle
25 percent of the company's sales while the older version
of the winch. The planetary system is usually one of the
in-line winch accounts for 75 percent.
first components that shows wearing and needs replacing.
"The company was founded in 1990 by my Dad.
The position where it was located meant that the entire
He started off doing repairs of scraper winches for the
winch would have to be removed from site and the returned
mines before designing his own and then manufacturing
once repaired. This presented huge problems particularly
them. The company moved to its current location in

The Kyocera 100 mm U-Drill, with three cutting edges,
drills an internal bore in a solid that has an external diameter
of 250 mm and is 70 mm long. A 120 mm bore needs to be drilled
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The two Goodway GA 3600 L CNC lathes with 15" chucks
and a turning length of 1200 mm. Both these machines
were supplied by Skok Machine Tools



Last hobbing on a Pfauter

1997 and we were one of the first factories to be built in
this industrial area" continued Stephen.
Sister companies Quick Rock Engineering and
JMS Gear Cutting are housed in the same facility as
Joesten, which is located in Van Eck Park, Brakpan, and
are the manufacturing arms of the triumvirate of
companies.
"Joesten's manufacturing facility was relatively small
until we moved Quick Rock Engineering, a company started
by myself, to this location. Then last year we purchased
NBM Engineering, renamed it JMS Gear Cutting and moved
all the machinery and equipment to this location" said
Stephen.
"As you can see we are now bursting at the seams but
at least we are able to manufacture, machine, fabricate
and paint most of the components that are required to
make a winch. The only work we have to send out is the

The Model JM T-shaped winch currently makes up
25 percent of the company's sales
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Input gears on a Maag gear cutter

heat treatment process" explained Stephen.
"People don't realize that there are numerous
components that go into manufacturing a winch. There are
a number of different types of gears, the gear boxes, rope
drums, sheave wheels, sprockets, rack and pinions, key
ways, shafts and covers. Where previously we had to rely
extensively on outside suppliers we now control most of
these operations."
"Our shopfloor consists of seven CNC lathes.
The newest of these are the two Goodway GA 3600 L CNC
lathes with 15" chucks and a turning length of 1200 mm.
Both these machines, supplied by Skok Machine Tools, are
equipped to take live tooling but we only use this function
when we have a long run. The other Goodway lathe is
a GA 2600 which only arrived a few months ago.
This machine has a 10" chuck and turning length
of 600 mm."

Idler gears



The Goodway lathe GA 2600 only arrived a few months ago.
This machine has a 10" chuck and turning length of 600 mm

"The machining centres that we have are a
Johnford SV-41 vertical machining centre with XYZ travels
of 1050 x 610 x 610 mm and a table size of 1200 x 600 mm.
Again this machine was supplied by Skok Machine Tools."
"The other machining centre is the Haas Mini Mill. Both
the machining centres are equipped with a fourth axis."
"The other machines include a Dixie horizontal boring
mill, six Webster & Bennett boring mills and a Tos
conventional lathe. On the gear cutting side we have two
Maag 100 gear shapers, four Maag 75s, two Pfauter
hobbing machines, two Fellows internal gear cutting
machines, one Sunderland 16 plainer and a Gleason
straight bevel gear cutting machine. On order is another
Pfauter hobbing machine."

The Johnford SV-41 vertical machining centre.
The component on the machine is an oil seal housing

the operations is to machine an internal bore in a
solid that has an external diameter of 250 mm and is
70 mm long. A 120 mm bore needs to be drilled and to do
this the company called in Skok Machine Tools, the local
supplier of Kyocera cutting tools, to give them some
advice.
With the help of Kyocera's local agent, Skok Machine
Tools, the company now uses a 100 mm U-Drill with three
cutting edges. Each drill costs in the region of R15 000.00
but the machining time saved, more than makes up for this.
"Boring such a large diameter in EN 8 material is time
consuming. We were taking too long and needed

Outside work
With all the metalworking equipment that the company
has at its disposal, there is extra capacity in the general
machining department as well as in the gear
manufacturing side. As a result the company actively
looks for outside work.
Kyocera U-Drill intervention
One such order is for 1000 xx gears a month. One of

The row of six Webster & Bennett
boring mills

Ring gears being cut
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to reduce this. Skok Machine Tools
got us interested in the largest
Kyocera U-Drill the company
had sold locally. We are now
saving six minutes a unit
just on metal removal. That is
close to 40 hours of production
time a month" explained
Stephen.
Currently the company
employs 65 staff and is housed
in a 2900 m² facility.
For further details
contact Joesten Marketing on
TEL: 011 915 3269

BETTER

PRODUCTION

Space technology used in Trumpf profiling machines.

U

ltra-light carbon-fibre rods used to stiffen a comet probe's
legs are now being harnessed by a German manufacturer
to boost the precision and efficiency of their laser cutters.
Right now, the rods in question are on a collision course
with a comet - literally.

In 2014 ESA's Rosetta spacecraft will end a
decade-long chase through space by catching up with Comet
Churyumov-Gerasimenko.
It will orbit the comet and release its Philae lander to
anchor itself to the icy surface.

Above left: German company Trumpf's laser cutting machine for tool manufacturing
Above right: German company Trumpf's laser cutting machine with the two cutting heads mounted on a crossbar made of special rods that
are a spin-off from Europe's Rosetta comet mission. The 'sandwich rods' have a lightweight, rigid foam core wrapped in carbon fibre and
coated with thin fibreglass. This makes them six times lighter and up to 50% stiffer than steel. German company Schütze developed this
special technology for ESA's Rosetta lander's legs, to secure its safe landing on Comet Churyumov-Gerasimenko in 2014
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Main image:
Rosetta's Philae lander on comet nucleus:
The Philae lander at work on
Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko.
While Rosetta studies the comet from
close orbit, Philae will obtain measurements
from the surface. Immediately after
touchdown in November 2014, a harpoon
will be fired to anchor the lander and
prevent it from escaping the comet's
extremely weak gravity.
The minimum targeted mission time
for Philae is one week, but surface operations
may continue for many months.
The measurements from the
Rosetta orbiter will last from August 2014
to the end of 2015.
Credits: ESA / AOES Medialab
Insert:
Rosetta orbiter 'swoops' over the
Philae lander soon after its touchdown
on Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko.
Credits: Astrium - E. Viktor

Carbon-fibre rods guarantee
safe landing
To ensure a safe landing, the lander's
legs are made of lightweight carbon fibre
rods. Designed by Schütze, a German
company in Braunschweig, these rods are
six times lighter than steel, but can be
made up to 50% stiffer.
These 'sandwich rods' have a
lightweight, rigid foam core wrapped in
carbon fibre and coated with thin
fibreglass.
"No mould is necessary, making the
production of tailored rod dimensions
feasible," said director Rainer Schütze.
As well as the lander legs, the folding
antenna and frame of Rosetta are also
based on the lightweight rods.
"The carbon fibre sandwich rods
combine high strength and stiffness with
very low weight," added Mr Schütze.
Thanks to ESA's Technology Transfer
Programme, the rods' special qualities
are also improving products here on Earth.

German company Trumpf's laser cutting machine
can now cut fast and precisely complex shapes
out of large sheets of metal. One common use
is for electric motors, which can involve
hundreds of thin metal sheets stacked together

Better cuts and customisation
ESA's technology broker MST
Aerospace in Germany put Mr Schütze in
touch with Trumpf Sachsen, a German
machine tool manufacturer.
"Probably the cooperation would not
have taken place without MST making
the connection," explained Mr Schütze.
Trumpf was looking for ways to
improve laser cutting machines that
make extremely precise, extremely
complex shapes out of large sheets of
metal. One common use is for electric
motors, which can stack hundreds of thin
metal sheets together.
Rather than building a stamping die
for the specified shape, Trumpf's laser
machine can precisely cut each panel to
fit, then start immediately on an entirely
new shape.
"When you do it right, it's a very, very
smooth cut," said Christian Koerber,
Head of New Business Development at
Trumpf.
The flexible nature of laser cutting
opens up the possibility of offering
customised solutions - prohibitively
difficult, time-consuming and costly with
the previous stamping methods.
Inside the machine, two laser cutting
heads are fixed to a crossbar that
together weigh 620 kg but move
extremely quickly. To make the precision
cuts needed, the laser beams are
required to stop and turn in less than the
blink of an eye. There's no room for error.
"We need to have a precision of a few
micrometres," Mr Koerber added
- a micrometre is smaller than a typical
bacterium. "If the machine stops, it
needs to stop exactly where we
programmed it to."
Once ESA brought the two companies
together, Schütze's carbon fibre sandwich
rods proved an ideal added ingredient to
Trumpf laser machines.
By mounting the laser cutting heads
on the light but stiff rods, their machines
are able to make the exact cuts needed,
while accelerating and decelerating
quickly.
With ESA's help, Trumpf should have
as much success landing new contracts
as the Rosetta mission promises to have
landing on a speeding comet deep in
space.
ESA's Technology Transfer
Programme Office (TTPO)
The TTPO's main mission is to
facilitate the use of space technology
and space systems for non-space
applications and to demonstrate the
benefit of the European space
programme to European citizens.
For further details contact
Retecon Group on TEL: 011 976 8600
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EMO Hannover 2011 showcases
the factory of the future
New production concepts integrate process knowledge and learn from it.
Author: Walter Frick, freelance specialised journalist from Weikersheim

K

nowledge is power. Lack of knowledge entails inefficiency
- not least and particularly when it comes to the
production processes of the future and their chances for
success on the global markets. This, at any rate, is the firm
conviction of the researchers at the Stuttgart-based Fraunhofer
Institute for Production Technology and Automation (IPA). IPA
Director Prof. Dr. Ing. Engelbert Westkämper, for instance,
never tires of pointing out that "up-to-the-future production systems
demand utilisation of knowledge on all levels of the hierarchy".
The factory of the future, emphasises Professor
Westkämper, "requires holistic production systems with a
learning capability, based on learning effects in all stages of
the process chains involved, from initial conception and
configuration all the way through to after sales service support
operations." The goal here, he adds, is to achieve higher
production outputs by integrating knowledge modules into the
engineering systems concerned. What's particularly innovative
here is the learning ability of the simulation systems involved.
Hitherto, the IT scene in manufacturing companies was
mainly characterised by the organisational and functional
separation of planning and actual operations. In the IPA
researcher's estimation, industrial production operations and
their planning will in future be no longer conceivable without
state-of-the-art tools in a digital factory. However, consistently
integrated factory and process planning have so far been
actually implemented in almost no companies at all.
The IPA's research thrust on "Grid Engineering for
Manufacturing" (GEM), says Westkämper, "is an innovative
approach in the field of networked, digital and knowledge-based
production processes, focusing principally on consistently
integrated developing of the product concerned and on factory

and process planning". Based on this approach, an integration
platform has been developed at IPA that enables its users to
operate consistent, multiscale factory and process planning:
the "GENlab" (Grid Engineering for Manufacturing Laboratory)
demonstration centre opened in February 2011.

Trade Fair Travel and
Metalworking News tour to EMO

Transforming knowledge into added value
Transforming knowledge into added value, adds Westkämper,
is one of the biggest challenges involved in production
engineering: "I am firmly convinced that we can utilise
knowledge in the form of models, cognitive IT systems,
knowledge-based engineering systems and knowledge-based
control systems in many organisational and technical
processes for swift and dependable change." If past experience
can be remembered, and appropriately reused, then goals like
zero defects production or rapid changes can be achieved.
Machines with integrated process knowledge can then be
operated cost efficiently even if the requisite qualifications are
not available."
The professor explains the idea of learning ability in lines
and processes as follows: "Learning is the ability to do
something more effectively with knowledge obtained from
empirical feedback or from research, or at least not to repeat
mistakes. If we succeed in imaging the knowledge relating to
the causal connections of processes in models, and integrating

T

rade Fair Travel, a specialist travel agency for
trade fairs internationally and in particular Germany,
have put together a very reasonable tour package to
visit this exhibition.
The tour includes return airfare Johannesburg/Hannover,
airport taxes, airport/hotel transfer, accommodation,
full breakfast daily and medical and travel insurance.
For a booking form contact Trade Fair Travel on
TEL: 031 916 1414, Fax: 031 916 5674, or email
peter@tradefairtravel.co.za or visit www.tradefairtours.com
Trade Fair Travel is also able to offer you individual
packages, tailored to your requirements. For more information
contact Peter Stephenson on the numbers above.
Booking forms can also be downloaded from the website.
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Sustainable factory planning and operation - over all the
lifecycle phases involved
Only with a holistic approach, covering all of a factory's
lifecycle phases, will the requirements for an up-to-the-future
production operation be met. Result relevant decisions during
the planning process can be made only on the basis of correct,
up-to-date information. To quote Professor Westkämper: "In the
phases of strategic planning and factory operation, especially,
these decisions have usually been based so far on fuzzy
information."
Particularly when it comes to handling complex planning
tasks, close interdisciplinary cooperation on a cross
departmental basis, then, is indispensable. Factory equipment
suppliers want the systems concerned to be configurable from
a kit of standardised modules, enabling them to offer their
customers reliable solutions more quickly. In addition, it must
be possible to modify the concepts concerned more swiftly to
suit changing production tasks using adaptive systems.
The upturn in the first few years of this millennium, explains
IPA Director Westkämper, "was significantly boosted by information
and communication technologies, and by mechatronics. The
recent crisis has triggered structural changes and new types of
production concepts that are being influenced by the ongoing
megatrends". These include urbanisation, globalisation
(globalised networking of markets and production operations),
individualisation of products, technology and sustainability.

Product and production development will in
future have to cover the entire product lifecycle.
Picture: Fraunhofer Gesellschaft, Munich

Consistently harmonised planning chain
for factory and process development.
Picture: Fraunhofer IPA, Stuttgart

it into planning or control tools like simulation systems, for
example, we shall obtain enhanced dependability." Present day
modelling and simulation technologies run the risk of being too
far removed from reality or of representing the knowledge
concerned in too abstract a form. This is why Westkämper
recommends "continually supplying and calibrating simulation
systems with feedback from what's actually happening, so as to
utilise them then for a look ahead. I call this learning from the
future while taking all due account of the past."
Contributions towards implementing product characteristics
with steadily decreasing amounts of material, or reducing
rejects are simultaneously also contributions towards cutting

energy costs. Lean manufacturing has
perfected quality management and
logistics: "The business community knows
about the methods, but is struggling with
the availabilities of small quantities in the
supply chains, and is wasting resources in
the logistical networks." Sustainable
production, meaning the ability to survive
crises, is one of the strategic thrusts of
ongoing research: "We have very recently
experienced just how quickly resources are
lost in an economic crisis. We need sturdy
business models plus up-to-the-future
technology in order to overcome the
performance boundaries of present day
holistic production systems."

EMO sets the trends for the future
IPA Director Engelbert Westkämper
expects EMO Hannover 2011 to reflect the
high level of innovative vigour in Germany's machine tool
industry: "The EMO sets the trends for the future, excelling in
terms of innovative dynamism in regard to system adaptivity,
shortened process chains, process mastery when dealing with
multivariant moulds and materials, the use of new kinds of tool
material, minimised non productive and make ready times,
energy savings, digital IT systems and many other innovations.
I also expect a high level of problem solving competence for all
manufacturing categories and industrial sectors. I am firmly
convinced that our visions for the factory of the future will be
recognisable at the EMO."
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LASER World of PHOTONICS 2011

L

ASER World of PHOTONICS
2011, the international
trade fair for optical
technologies including
components, systems and
applications, will be happening in Munich, Germany, from
23 - 26 May 2011. Buy your visitor entrance ticket/s today!
LASER World of PHOTONICS is the most important
marketplace and the most constructive think tank for the
global laser and photonics industry. It features more than
1, 000 exhibitors from more than 30 countries and gives you
a complete overview of all the latest trends and applications.
And above all, new impetus and solutions that can help you
increase your business success thanks to the innovative
strength, performance and efficiency of optical technologies,
whether you are an expert or a new user.
The LASER World of PHOTONICS trade fairs and their
congresses are the most important marketplaces and think
tanks for the worldwide laser and photonics industry and its
users. They also combine research and applications, and
promote the use and further development of optical
technologies.

Its consistent orientation to
actual practice is what makes the
difference. No other exhibition
presents technology in direct
combination with industrial
applications, for various branches of industry and
application sectors.
This combination of theory and practice, an extensive
program of conferences and related events and the presence
of all market leaders, decision-makers and users make
LASER World of PHOTONICS unique and, at the same time,
the most important international information and networking
platform for the industrial, research and development
sectors.
We look forward to seeing you at LASER World of
PHOTONICS 2011 in Munich from 23 - 26 May 2011!
With new momentum and, above all, the exact solutions that
you are looking for! Order your visitor entrance ticket/s
now!
Further information on LASER World of
PHOTONICS 2011 is available on
http://world-of-photonics.net/en/laser/start.

Haas Automation doubled production
to meet 2010 demand

H

aas Automation's 4th-quarter 2010 revenues were up
118% over 1st-quarter 2010, and the company more
than doubled production in 2010 to meet growing
demand for its products.
"We closed out 2010 with our best quarter since 2008,"
said Haas general manager Bob Murray, "both for orders and
for revenue. We saw a steady increase in demand last year,
with each month better than the previous month.
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December was our best month since June 2008, with orders
up 150% and revenue up 96%, year over year. We see that
trend continuing in 2011.
"We also more than doubled our production during
2010," Mr Murray added, "and we'll continue ramping up to
meet the growing demand, as shops worldwide invest in
Haas equipment in response to the improving economy."
Sixty percent of the Haas machines sold in 2010 went to
international markets, noted Mr Murray.
Haas sales in Russia increased more than
120%, and sales in India grew by 107%. In
China, Haas sales expanded by 68%, and
sales in Latin America increased by 65%.
Haas Automation Europe (HAE) enjoyed a
marked increase in sales and enquiries
during the last quarter of 2010, a
trend that has continued into the first
quarter of 2011.
"Our last quarter is usually our busiest
period," says HAE managing director,
Peter Zierhut, "but even so, sales were
stronger than we had anticipated. New
products such as the DT-1 drill tap machine,
and the range of reengineered vertical
machining centers are driving growth across
all regions on the continent. We're
anticipating a very encouraging year ahead."
For further details contact Haas Factory
Outlet South Africa on TEL: 011 974 2301

AgieCharmilles claims 'the world's
fastest EDM tool changer

G

F AgieCharmilles - the EDM, Milling and Laser Ablation
machine tool specialist - has recently launched a new
range of ultra-quick FTC (Fast Tool Changers), which are
now available as an
optional fit on a number of
its advanced EDM spark
erosion machines.
The FTC capability
means that EDM tool
(electrode) change can
be completed in just 15
seconds (spark-to-spark),
significantly reducing cycle
times on high-precision,
micro-feature parts. Prior
to the introduction of GF
AgieCharmilles' FTC
technology - the best
'spark-to-spark' tool
change times that could
be achieved on die-sink
machines were around
40-45 seconds
per electrode change-over.
Says Martin Spencer,
managing director at
GF AgieCharmilles:
'A FTC really comes
into its own when
machining small, multicavity jobs and parts with
a number of intricate
features, and where erosion
times are short.
'In these scenarios the
FTC changes tools between
sparks in less than 15
seconds ...and that includes
the time to move the correct
tool into place, release it,
and grasp the next tool.
'In the competitive
world of EDM manufacturing,
the FTC demonstrates that
it really is the case that
every second counts.'
The FTC is a compact
automation solution that
allows the easy loading of
pre-set electrodes into the
tool magazine. The FTC
provides manufacturers
with a 20 position
magazine with a maximum
electrode weight of 7kg
per position.
Fast Tool Changers are
available as optional fits

on GF AgieCharmilles' FORM 200 and FORM 400 spark erosion
machines.
For further details contact Retecon Group on
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Mori Seiki set to increase
Gildemeister stake: further increase to come
Japanese machine tool builder Mori Seiki has increased its shareholding
in German machine tool builder Gildemeister AG, as part of a two-stage process.

M

ori Seiki is set to increase its stake in Germany's
Gildemeister AG, nearly two years after the two groups
formed a cross-shareholding relationship that resulted
in a combination of their commercial efforts in the U.S. and
other global markets.
Various press reports indicate that Gildemeister AG's
directors agreed to issue new common shares that will be sold
exclusively to Mori Seki, increasing total shares by about 10%.
Gildemeister plans to use the revenues from the share
increase, along with another similar measure to follow, to cut
financial liabilities.
Mori Seiki will pay 18.22 Euros ($25.33) per share in cash
for the new shares, according to a Gildemeister statement,
which the German group said represents a 20-percent
premium to the volume weighted average share price of the
past 10 trading days. It estimated it would raise 83 million

Euros ($116 million) by the sale.
The second issuance that Gildemeister plans will take place
in the near future, and Mori Seiki will participate again. That
effort is projected to represent a 20% increase in Gildemeister
shares, though the value of the transaction is not yet
determined.
Mori Seiki already holds a 5% stake in Gildemeister, and
Gildemeister holds a 5% share in Mori Seiki, according
to their 2009 "business and capital collaboration"
agreement.
Mori Seiki designs and builds CNC lathes, multi-axis turning
centers, vertical and horizontal machining centers, and
develops application systems. Gildemeister AG is a holding
company for the DMG, Deckel Maho, Gildemeister products,
which include turning and milling technology, along with control
systems.

CECIMO expects a double-digit growth
in machine tool production in 2011
Strong growth in machine tool order intake indicates that the industry
will continue its strong recovery in 2011, according to CECIMO.

C

ECIMO represents and promotes the interests of
European machine tool manufacturers. Its members
are the 15 national associations from: Germany, Italy,
Switzerland, Spain, France, United Kingdom, Austria,
Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, Netherlands,
Portugal, Sweden and Turkey.
In 2010, CECIMO production output reached
16.6 billion Euros which is about 1% lower than in 2009.
External sales continued to be the driver, with almost three
quarters of last year's production exported. Overall,
CECIMO exports remained stable in 2010 at 12.3 billion
Euros, which is a testimony to Europe's leading technology
position for the manufacturing sector and a cornerstone for
successful economic development.
The apparent consumption of machine tools within
Europe continued to decline for the second year. The size
of the European market contracted last year by 6% against
2009 to 9.8 billion Euros, while imports declined by 7% to
5.4 billion Euros.
"2010 clearly saw the rock-bottom of the decline in
machine tool production, following the record high of 2008.
2011 will bring a double digit growth in European machine
tool production," predicts Frank Brinken, chairman of
CECIMO's Economic Committee. "Although we have been
experiencing very strong growth in bookings over the
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previous three quarters, we are still a few years away from
the production peak of 2008, before the bubble burst. It
will take some time before this is reflected in the
production numbers."
"Europe's machine tool production in 2010 amounts to
one third of the world's output, while a year earlier
CECIMO members accounted for 43%. This clearly and
strongly demonstrates the dynamic development in the
Asian markets," cautioned Mr Brinken.
Europe's lower market share in the machine tool market
becomes apparent in the total export figures. For the first
time, Europe's share in the world's exports dropped below
50% compared with 62% in 2009.
The major winners are manufacturers from highly
developed Asian countries experiencing extremely
sluggish domestic markets for the third year in a row.
As a consequence, European builders saw their
Asian counterparts aggressively buying market shares
overseas by lowering prices abroad despite their
currency exchange rates going in the opposite
direction.
CECIMO called on the EU to sharpen the focus of its
market access strategy on opening up markets in Asia and
to fight, on all fronts, the anti-competitive practices which
harm European exports.

Sales of industrial lasers rose 37% in 2010
"Prospects look bright for the remainder of 2011 as new technologies
are brought to market and fiber lasers continue to expand."

U

.S. sales of industrial laser equipment and systems
totaled $356.2 million for 1,210 units in 2010, rising
44.9% in unit sales over the year earlier, according to
data collected by AMT, The
Association for Manufacturing
Technology. In monetary
terms, the increase in
income was an increase of
37% over the sector's poor
performance in 2009.
The trade group
collects data from North
American manufacturers of
industrial laser equipment
that participate its
voluntary Laser Market Data
Survey, based on
transactions, which allows
analysis based on
equipment type, destination,
application, configuration,
and end user industry.
The report compiles data
from 19 manufacturers and
distributors.
After peaking in 2009,
the number of lasers sold as
full system installations
(workstations and laser
source) in 2010 accounted
for the same share of
shipments as in 2008. The
value of orders configured
as full systems was
$309.2 million. Other
configurations tallied
included laser beams only
(workstations) and laser
source only.
The vast majority of all
units sold in 2010 were CO2
lasers, 88.5% by the value of
shipments ($315.3 million),
a margin that is virtually the
same as in 2009. By total
number of units sold - 849
- CO2 lasers represented
70.2% of 2010 shipments.
A total of 361 YAG laser
systems were sold in 2010,
totaling $40.9 million and
representing 29.8% of
shipments for the year.
"The 37% pick up in
2010 is a modest rebound
in the face of the nearly 50%
percent decline in sales
during 2009," stated
Patrick McGibbon, AMT's v.p.

Strategic Information & Research and Membership. "Prospects
look bright for the remainder of 2011 as new technologies are
brought to market and fiber lasers continue to expand."
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wire 2012 and Tube 2012 to be held again concurrently in
Düsseldorf
In under a year that time will have come round again: the two global
No. 1 trade fairs wire and Tube will run concurrently for the 13th time in
Düsseldorf from 26 to 30 March 2012.

O

n show will be innovations from the areas
of wire, cable and tube processing
industries.
2010 saw a total of 2,391 exhibitors showcase the latest
technologies and applications on over 96,000 square metres
of exhibition space. 69,000 trade visitors from 100 countries
travelled to Düsseldorf to gather information, make new
business contacts and place concrete orders.
wire 2012: fastener and spring making in focus
At wire, the International Wire and Cable Fair, everything
will revolve around wire, cable and fibreglass machinery as
well as wire and cable production and wire and cable trade.
Exhibitors from these areas will be presented in Halls 9 to 12
and 16 and 17.

Alongside these traditional segments two subjects will be in
particular focus: Fastener Technology in Hall 15 and Spring
Making in Hall 16. Machinery and plants for making springs
and fasteners will be displayed on total exhibition space of just
under 11,000 square metres. Be it finished products or
machinery in operation - in Halls 15 and 16 you will find
tomorrow's technologies hands-on!
wire 2010 was attended by 1,217 exhibitors who presented
their machines and equipment on net exhibition space of
51,823 square metres. Some 37,000 international guests
attended wire 2010.
Tube 2012: stronger focus on section technology
The companies participating at Tube, the International Tube
and Pipe Trade Fair, will be exhibiting in Halls 1 to 7 and in Hall
7a. Tube accessories can be found in Halls 1 and 2 while tube
manufacturing and tube trade follow on from this in parts of
Halls 2, 3 and 4 as well as in Hall 7. Hall 5 is reserved for tube
forming technology and tube working machines follow in Halls
6 and 7a. Furthermore, Hall 7a is also home to the latest
machinery and equipment.
Tube concentrates on its core segments even more than in
2010. These include tube making and tube processing
machines, fasteners and section technology. Approximately
10% of trade fair guests took an interest in machines for
processing sections thereby making the event a successful
debut for this new exhibition segment which is planned to enjoy
an even greater exposure in 2012.
Tube 2010 was attended by 1,174 exhibitors and some
32,000 trade visitors who came to Düsseldorf to gather
information on the latest technologies and applications
covering a total of 44,568 square metres.
Current information for exhibitors, visitors and the press
is available in between the trade fair years at the two
Internet portals: www.wire.de and www.Tube.de.
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Prima Industrie and Finn-Power
become Prima Power
Prima Industrie has announced a change in corporate branding as
two specialists in laser and sheet metal fabrication technology - Prima Industrie
and Finn-Power - have joined forces to create Prima Power.

S

ince the
acquisition of
Finn-Power by
Prima Industrie in
2008, the group has been extensively reorganized to create an
integrated functional entity. During this period, the global sales
and service networks also have merged.
Prima Industrie, listed on the Milan exchange, is the parent
company of the group. According to Gianfranco Carbonato,
chairman and CEO, the new brand Prima Power, unifies the
names and colors of Prima Industrie and Finn-Power. "During
these three years, we have talked to our customers and
explained that we are becoming a single entity," explained
Carbonato. "And now the process is complete. The new
graphics are a reminder of the past, but the style is new and
points to the future. The colors remind us of our history - the
orange of Prima Industrie and the blue of Finn-Power."

This new brand
identity is the
culmination of
30 years of innovation,
installation of 10,000 machines and systems in over
60 countries, 1,400 employees, and production facilities in
Italy, Finland, the U.S., and China.
Prima Power also provides 3D laser machinery for
automotive, aerospace, and energy applications. According to
the company, its creation also marks an outstanding
commitment in environmental sustainability.
Electronics, CNC, and laser sources form an integral part
of the Prima Power world. Prima Electronics has also evolved
to become Prima Electro to provide these resources not only
for Prima Power, but also for large OEM customers worldwide.
For further details contact First Cut on
TEL: 011 614 1112
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German machine tool manufacturers anticipating
30 percent growth for 2011
Demand from abroad spurring recovery,
Asian sector growing.

G

ermany's machine tool manufacturers are
anticipating a 30 per cent growth this year as the
upturn in the economy continues to resonate in that
continent.
"With the return to an anticipated volume of almost
13 billion Euros (CDN $17 billion), we would have caught
up on almost all the deleterious effects of the crisis.
That's something we could be more than satisfied with,"
says Martin Kapp, chairman of the VDW
(German Machine Tool Builders' Association),
speaking at its annual press conference in Frankfurt,
Germany.

2009, China buys almost four times as many machine tools
as the US in second place.
The machine tool sector was able to respond quickly
to the upturn, because during the crisis it had as far
as possible held onto its qualified workforce.
In December of last year, a total of 63,800 people
were employed in the sector. Measured against the
peak figure in October 2008, this was a fall of 13 per cent,
involving 9,600 lost jobs. Since July of last year,
things have been slowly improving. "The flexibility
achieved over recent years in terms of human resources
deployment has proved immensely beneficial",

Asians head the international rankings for machine tool production output.
"Internationally, the crisis has meant a major reshuffling
of the machine tool industry." says Kapp
Countries like Taiwan, South Korea, Japan and China achieved
high double figure growth rates in 2010
Since the end of 2009, the sector has
achieved double-digit growth in order bookings,
primarily driven initially by China, South Korea and
India.
Meanwhile, demand from abroad has picked
up too.
"Our industry's worldwide presence, its high proportion
of exports, at two-thirds, and its superlative technological
position on the international stage are paying off here",
says Kapp.
Back in August 2010, for the first time in two years,
positive turnover was showed. Over the year as a whole,
production
output still
exhibited a
"Our industry's
small decline
worldwide presence,
of -3 per cent
compared to
its high proportion
2009. Exports, at
of exports,
-1 per cent in
2010, were only
at two-thirds,
insignificantly
and its superlative
below 2009.
For some years
technological
now, China has
position on the
been the biggest
international stage
market. With a
share of around
are paying off here."
28 per cent, and
says Kapp
further growth of
29 per cent
compared to
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says a gratified Martin Kapp.
Asians head the international rankings for machine tool
production output. "Internationally, the crisis has meant a
major reshuffling of the machine tool industry," says Kapp.
Countries like Taiwan, South Korea, Japan and China
achieved high double figure growth rates in 2010.
By comparison Europe's production output was -1 per cent.
The US also fell significantly short of actual growth, with a
decline of -9 per cent.
This put China in front of Japan, Germany, Italy and
South Korea at the top of the machine tool production
rankings last year for the first time. The US is in 8th place,
with other European countries (Switzerland, Austria and
Spain) ranking 7th, 9th and 10th.
For the present juncture, however, Kapp sees no
immediate threat to the German machine tool industry
from the Asians. Ninety per cent of China's production
output comprises relatively simple machines in large
numbers for the domestic market. According to a recent
VDW study, there is little "autonomous technological
innovation work being done at present" it notes it a press
release, although it also notes that the government has
implemented policies to encourage corporate
innovation.
The second major competitor, Japan,
predominantly produces standard machines with
short lead times. Changes in order bookings are
swiftly reflected here in the production output, in
both the upturn and downturn phases of the business
cycle. Germany, with its high proportion of
customized machines and lengthy projects, will be
catching up this year, predicts Kapp.

Indian car sales
soar 30 percent in 2010/11
However growth will slow to 16%-18% this year due to rising commodity prices
and costlier loans.

I

n the past year Indian passenger car sales soared by
30%, the most in over a decade, but surging raw material
costs will put the brakes on further growth, the
Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers (SIAM)
said on April 8.
Car sales grew to 1.98 million units in the just-ended
fiscal year to March 2011 from 1.53 million the previous
year, spurred by cheap loans and new model launches.
"We have ended the year on a reasonably high note.
We have reached a very strong base," said SIAM president
Pawan Goenka.
The percentage gain in car sales in the year to
March 2011 was the highest since 2000 when car sales
soared 60%, SIAM said. But Goenka said growth would
slow to 16% or 18% this year due to rising commodity
prices and costlier loans resulting from a tighter monetary

policy aimed at curbing inflation.
India is the second-fastest growing auto market in the
world after China.
The sustained expansion of the Indian market in the
face of saturated markets in the West has turned the
country into a battleground for global vehicle
manufacturers. Ford, Renault-Nissan, General Motors and
Volkswagen and other automakers have all launched new
models in India recently. Sales of Japanese-controlled
Maruti Suzuki, India's car market leader, jumped by
26% to 966,447 units last year, while sales of rival
South Korea's Hyundai Motor increased by 14% to
358,904 units.
In March, passenger car sales in Asia's third-largest
economy jumped by 24% to 194,199 units from the
same month a year earlier, SIAM said.
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PRODUCT

REVIEW

New compact class CNC
from Siemens for milling tasks
With the Sinumerik 828D Basic M, Siemens Drive Technologies Division
has extended its product range for the CNC compact class.

T

he company now offers an entry-level CNC version
that is perfectly tailored to standard milling machines
with a high level of performance, precision, and
availability.
The Sinumerik 828D Basic M is a rugged and precise
CNC for worldwide use developed by Siemens. With this
control, Siemens combines a high degree of quality and
reliability with a reasonable price. As an entry-level CNC
for the compact class, it is suitable for standardized milling
machines with up to five axes/spindles. The screen,
keyboard, and CNC electronics form a single unit that only
requires a few interfaces and cables and offers maximum
availability. Thanks to a new operator panel made of
die-cast magnesium, the new Siemens CNC is also
extremely reliable under harsh operating conditions.
This control dispenses with wearing parts such as
fans, hard disks, and batteries, making it
maintenance-free.
Its modern processor technology and software
architecture are based on 80-bit nanoFP precision
(80-bit floating-point precision). The software permits
precision values in the range of one tenth of a micrometer
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(µm). The degree of precision that can be achieved in
practice is therefore not limited by the control, but is
instead defined by the capabilities of the mechanical
milling machine components. Besides its high degree of
precision, the Sinumerik 828D Basic M is particularly
versatile in its uses. It is able to perform a variety of
drilling and milling tasks as well as moldmaking
operations. To achieve the speed and surface quality, the
Sinumerik 828D Basic M includes the Sinumerik
MDynamics technology package familiar from the high-end
840D controls with the "Advanced Surface" intelligent
motion feature. Thanks to Sinumerik Operate, the Basic M
variant has been able to integrate a user-friendly CNC user
interface with programming and setup procedures in a
reliable and intuitive manner.
One special feature of this system is the
"Easy Message" function. This function keeps machine
operators responsible for operations informed of all
essential manufacturing process data via SMS. If a
machine requires new blanks or a milling tool has reached
the end of its service life, the Sinumerik 828D Basic M
transmits the relevant information. This maximizes the
productivity of the machine.
The Sinumerik 828D Basic M
has already been integrated into
the training package SinuTrain for
Sinumerik Operate, thus making it
possible to acquire and deepen
knowledge about milling machine
operation. Moreover, SinuTrain is
also suitable for offline
programming. Here, you will have
everything at your fingertips, as if
you were operating a real
machine-based CNC, such as the
well-established programming
methods, including Sinumerik
CNC programming language,
ISO code programming, and
ShopMill machining step
programming.
To match this new CNC,
Siemens also offers the Sinamics
S120 Combi multiple-axis drive
module, which, like the
CNC control, is tailored to the
requirements of compact
standard machines.
For more information
contact Andre le Roux on
TEL: 011 652 3640

Prima Power's
SHEAR GENIUS® - The concept
of integrated punching and shearing

S

HEAR GENIUS ® is based on the integration of right
angle shearing into high-quality, high performance
punching, as mastered by FINN-POWER in stand-alone
turret punch presses. This integration helps fully utilise the
manufacturing economy offered by efficient nesting
programs - also included in the standard SHEAR GENIUS®
packages. Further, SHEAR GENIUS® systems feature
automatic loading and workpiece removal from
the system.
There are two basic Shear Genius models
- the SG6 series, with a maximum sheet size of
1500 mm x 3000 mm; and the SG8 of
1500 mm x 4300 mm. Both models offer reduced
manufacturing costs through versatility, a reduction in
sheet material consumption and a dramatic decrease in
total manufacturing time.

The new
SGe offers all Shear
Genius benefits together with
those of fully servo electric
technology: outstanding versatility and accuracy, small
power connection, very low energy consumption and
minimum maintenance requirement.
At the heart of the new Shear Genius SGe is an
updated servo electric turret punch press. The right angle
shear has a servo electric actuation system of its own,
which makes shear movement simultaneously fast and fully
controlled, ensuring optimised productivity. Automatic
loading has been integrated and part removal and sorting
are automated.
Shear Genius can be utilised as a standalone turret
press but can also be incorporated into a serial production
line whereby punching, forming, bending, tapping and
marking are performed automatically. This means that the
process smoothly starts with automatic loading and ends
with automatic removal and sorting of sheared
components.
Shear Brilliance
The new Shear Brilliance offers high sheet utilisation
and productivity with less setup and waiting time. The
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result is more high-quality components per time
unit and at lower cost. The integrated shearing
concept allows 10-15% higher sheet
utilisation, and as there are no expensive
consumables, running costs are low.
Shear Brilliance can perform loading,
punching, forming, tapping, marking shearing and
stacking in a single unit. The 6.4 m axis allows every
work stage from loading to shearing to be made without
repositioning on a maximum sheet size of up to
1 500 mm x 4 200 mm (SB8).
The punching process is extremely fast due to the linear
servo technology, 2.2 g acceleration, 244 m/min
positioning speed (X/Y) as well as the hit speed of up to
1 400 on 1 mm centres. The Finn-Power turret technology
offers incredible versatility so, for example, every station
can be indexable. In addition, indexable upforming, tapping
and inkjet marking can be added in the same machine.
Fabrication and material handling operations are run
simultaneously to eliminate wasted time. This means that
as shearing is performed, the next sheet is already centred
for punching to begin immediately.
A wide range of modular equipment is available for
sorting and stacking of components in cell operation. In a
similar way to Sheer Genius, Shear Brilliance can be
connected to an automatic sheet storage, a coil line, or
integrated in flexible manufacturing systems.
Right angle shearing is the most reliable method for
unmanned production and manufacturing of long parts.
Automation of the material flow is the best way of ensuring
that the full potential of the concept is utilised. For this
reason, the construction of the equipment is compatible
with the wide range of Prima Power automatic material
handling options.
For further details contact First Cut on
TEL: 011 614 1112

Compact series machine welds
flexibly and economically
TRUMPF introduces its new TruLaser Station 3003 workstation.

F

lexible, economic and ergonomic: For users who are
interested in small and medium batch laser welding,
the new TruLaser Station 3003 is the ideal
laser system.
When it comes to choosing a
beam source, the laser system is
flexible. If the application
requires a pulsed laser,
such as for welding
temperature-sensitive
components, users can
select a TruPulse laser.
Disk, diode or fiber lasers
up to an output of
1,000 W can be combined
with the TruLaser Station 3003 to
weld lap joints in heat exchangers,
for example. An additional use

includes removing layers or stripping semiconductors,
in which case the microprocessing laser from the
TruMicro Series can be installed in the laser
workstation.
The TruLaser Station 3003 works economically and
with minimal auxiliary processing times due to its
programmable focusing optics (PFO 20/ PFO 33).
An integrated scanner optic makes this possible because it
ensures that neither the workpiece nor the optic have to be
moved for processing. Linear axes that expand the working
range are available as an option.
Despite its compact dimensions of
860 x 2,000 x 1,310 mm, the laser workstation has a large
working range of 300 x 300 x 500 mm. Its automatic
swinging doors provide fast and ergonomic loading of
workpieces.
For further details contact Marking Engineering on
TEL: 011 794 3885
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Renishaw launches
Equator gauging system
The new patented Equator™ gauging system cuts purchase,
maintenance and fixture costs, can be pre-programmed for multiple parts
and in minutes re-programmed for design changes.

E

quator is a radical new alternative to traditional dedicated
gauging, filling a gap in the market never before
addressed. It is more than just a new gauging system; it
marks the launch of Renishaw's first gauging product line.
The patented low-cost design, unique in construction and
method of operation, is capable of high-speed comparative
gauging for inspection of high-volume manufactured parts. It
has been developed and proven on the shop-floor in
collaboration with industry-leading companies in multiple
industries and applications.
Equator has been conceived and developed by working
closely with automotive, aerospace and medical gauging users,
alongside their manufacturing machines. The result is a
lightweight, fast and highly repeatable gauge that operators
can use with 'push-button' simplicity. Equator can switch
between parts in seconds, perfect for flexible manufacturing
processes or accepting parts from multiple machines.

Faster and more repeatable
Based on an easily scaleable and adaptable 'parallel
kinematic' structure, Equator's unique patented principle allows
high speed scanning and rapid moves between features, while
retaining stiffness that delivers impressive point to point
repeatability, critical for accurate gauging.
Installation of an Equator is possible in minutes, and an
operator can switch between gauging of different parts in
seconds. Re-configuration of the gauging system to cater for
part design changes, or to measure new parts, is possible in a
fraction of the time taken
with conventional
custom gauging, using
the comprehensive
industry
standard DMIS
programming.
Easy
operation, easy
programming
Equator
systems are
available with
two levels of
software, a
programmable
version for
production
engineers to
create DMIS
programs and,
at a lower price,
a shop floor
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system which allows those programs to
be executed but prevents operators
from making modifications.
Both software
levels include the
intuitive MODUS™
Organiser operator
front-end software,
requiring little or no
training, while on the
programmable system the
comprehensive MODUS™
Equator programming software
allows engineers to
rapidly create gauging routines for
any part - simple or complex, prismatic
or free-form. MODUS Equator features the ability to easily
program scanning measurements and touch points, using the
industry-standard Renishaw SP25 compact scanning probe. By
scanning, thousands of data points can be taken to define a
feature, allowing true form analysis of any feature.
By taking the dongle provided with the programmable
system and plugging it into a shop floor system, full programming
functionality is activated on that shop floor system, ideal for
engineers to adjust programs but also retain control.
Thermal stability
Equator's innovative and highly repeatable gauging
technology is based on the traditional comparison of
production parts to a reference master part. Re-mastering is as
swift as measuring a production part and immediately
compensates for any change in the thermal conditions of a
shop-floor environment. Equator can be used in factories with
wide temperature variation - simply re-master and the system is
're-zeroed', ready for repeatable comparison to the master.
Traceability to calibrated CMMs
Master parts do not need to be expensive custom parts like
a traditional gauge; take a production part and measure it on a
co-ordinate measuring machine (CMM) to establish feature
variation from CAD or drawing nominals. The results from any
CMM, operating with any CMM programming software, can be
configured to be used directly within the Equator software.
Effectively, the calibrated absolute accuracy of the CMM
(often located in remote temperature controlled rooms to
ensure accuracy) can be 'extended' onto the shop floor to
provide calibrated traceability to Equator measurements.
With the calibration file loaded into the Equator software,
measurements made in the Equator system can be referred
back to the CAD or drawing nominals. This allows true process
control with SPC packages.

from the wide variation of PC architectures.
Low-cost fixturing
Compared to dedicated gauging, Equator cuts fixture costs
considerably. By using fixturing that positions parts to within
1 mm of where the master was measured, which has no
significant effect on system repeatability and by establishing
the part orientation and datums on the part itself, the need for
expensive precision fixtures is removed.

Equator controller
The Equator controller, included in the purchase price of
every Equator system, is a powerful dedicated control system
that provides a secure and robust environment for running the
Equator gauging system software. It is similar to machine tool
control systems, with the added ability to run Equator-specific
Windows applications. Designed for Equator, it incorporates all
the necessary electronic boards and software in one package.
The user can create and execute DMIS measurement
programs, change measurement settings and transfer data or
programs.
An additional PC is not required when operating the
Equator, reducing cost to the customer and eliminating the
chance of incompatibility or un-predictable performance arising

Integrated stylus changing
Further versatility is offered by the Equator-specific stylus
changing rack, included in the purchase price of an Equator
system, allowing automated in-cycle changing of SM25 stylus
modules. The SM25 modules couple to the industry-standard
SP25 CMM probe, allowing Equator users to swap the stylus
configurations without re-qualifying each time. Up to six stylus
combinations can be loaded into the rack at any time. These
can be used on a single complex part or with multiple parts of
varying geometries.
Automation options
Equator can be integrated into automated cells, using the
optional I/O interface to connect it to a robot, or by outputting
the gauging results to an SPC package. Some SPC packages
also offer the ability to connect to certain modern machine tool
controls to update offset values, for true automated process
control.
For further details contact Toolquip & Allied on
TEL: 011 370 2727
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World premiere
CTX beta 1250 TC 4A - DMG
With turning-milling spindle and DirectDrive turret
for unique TURN MILL productivity.

W

ith its powerful turning-milling spindle, bottom
DirectDrive turret and 2-channel control technology,
the new CTX beta TC 4A sets new standards for
productivity and flexibility.
The CTX beta 1250 4A TC completes the DMG portfolio of
turning-milling centres. With its sister model CTX beta 1250 TC
this machine fits in well between the smaller CTX alpha 450 TC
and the larger CTX gamma TC machines on one side and the
large-scale machines CTX delta 4000 TC and CTX delta 6000 TC
on the other. With regard to production technology, this most
recent innovative product excels through its combination of a
powerful turning-milling spindle and the bottom turret as
productive basis for the up to 5-axis simultaneous 6-sided
complete machining on one machine.
The CTX beta 1250 TC 4A marks the new top model in the
field of medium-sized workpieces in the diameter range up to
390 mm and for turning lengths up to 1250 mm". The new
development differs from the CTX beta 1250 TC with B-axis
mostly due to the additional bottom turret. Both tool mounts
work autonomously and without restrictions." This makes it
possible to either work on one spindle four-axle with two tools
or to work on both sides in parallel (on the version with counter
spindle).
The company estimates that the
overall degree of productivity has
been increased by up to 50 percent
in the new CTX beta 1250 TC 4A
compared to the purely B-axis version.
And they add: "As long as turning,
deep-hole boring, gear milling,
out-of-round turning, turning/milling,
4-axis roughing, high-performance
milling, off-centre turning and milling
or even simultaneous 5-axis milling
is included in the program for a
workpiece and customers wish to
complete these metal-cutting tasks
with maximum flexibility in one
machine, the CTX beta 1250 TC 4A
is the first choice for the future."
Within the process, the CTX beta 1250 TC 4A works on the
one hand with
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a B-axis that is
swivable by ±100° with 12,000
rpm motor spindle, and on the other hand with the
bottom VDI 40-DirectDrive turret with 12 driven stations for
speeds of up to 10,000 rpm. The turret itself additionally has a
Y-axis (±40 mm) and all tool stations even in the standard
version are equipped with the DMG TRIFIX precision interface
for reduced setup times and increased tool precision as well as
stability.
For the turning-milling spindle, the standard version of the
CTX beta 1250 TC 4A TC has a disk magazine with
24 positions. However, the tool availability in the system can be
increased with the adaptation of an 80-position chain
magazine. With this, GILDEMEISTER meets the demands,
particularly from the field of production, for larger tool variety or
the bigger demand for replacement tools.
The structural basis of the CTX beta 1250 TC 4A TC for
receiving the B-axis is a robust travelling column mounted
horizontally on the Z-axis that ensures optimum application of
force. In addition wide distances between the linear guideways
in the linear axes ensure perfect stiffness and stability during
processing, while precision is kept to the highest level thanks
to linear scales in all slide axes plus
the thermo-symmetrical design and
active cooling of main and counter
spindle, engine brackets and
turning/milling spindle.
The new ShopTurn 3G control
ensures maximum performance on
the path from construction to
efficient complete machining. One of
the innovative features is the
multi-channel programming with
freely selectable DIN or WOP
programming by the user. On the
one hand graphic 3D shopfloor
programming directly on the
machine including process
simulation and easy-to-use cycles
thanks to the common ShopTurn
interface is possible as much as time-optimised
programming of sophisticated contours and integration of
customer cycles, externally generated program modules or
auxiliary technologies via DIN code. Whereby ShopTurn cycles
can even be combined flexibly with DIN functions for ShopTurn 3G.
In addition the control offers user images for fast setup, an
Ethernet interface for speedy data exchange, simple trouble
shooting via diagnostic instructions and functions for
preventative maintenance. And the large 19" DMG ERGOline®
Control screen guarantees maximum ease of reading, while
DMG SOFTkeys® in turn enable integration of additional as well
as more detailed status information.
For further details contact Retecon Group on
TEL: 011 976 8600

The NVX5000 Series
of vertical machining centers
makes a debut as the X-class

T

he NVX5000 Series of vertical machining centers,
which has evolved from the NV5000 Series as a
result of a full model change, is Mori Seiki's
second series launched as the X-class.
The NVX5000 Series
uses the same options
and applications with
the NV5000 Series that
sold more than 8,000
units, and is designed
to reflect current
market needs and
feedback from
customers.
The machine is packed
with extensive
features including
(1) high rigidity,
(2) measures against
The NVX Series offers
thermal displacement,
improved vibration
(3) variations,
(4) energy saving,
damping performance and
(5) MAPPS IV + ESPRIT, and
dynamic rigidity.
(6) compliance with safety standards.

It also offers longer tool life
and capabilities for
heavy-duty cutting

High rigidity
By using slideways for all axes, the
NVX Series offers improved vibration damping
performance and dynamic rigidity. It also offers
longer tool life and capabilities for heavy-duty
cutting. Additionally, it achieves a rapid traverse rate of
30 m/min in all axes.

Measures against thermal displacement
The NVX Series uses a spindle in which air and cooling
oil pipes are arranged symmetrically relative to the center
of the spindle. The heat-symmetrical structure minimizes

thermal displacement
in the spindle by
dispersing heat
evenly. In addition,
coolant circulation
inside castings
(a bed and column),
which is available as
an option, allows the
machine to achieve
active control over
thermal displacement
caused by cutting heat
and changes in the
ambient temperature.
Variations
Three variations, for
different workpiece
sizes, are available for
the NVX5000 Series: the
NVX5060 (X-axis stroke:
600 mm), NVX5080
(800 mm) and NVX5100
(1,050 mm). A No. 40
and No. 50 taper spindles
have also been prepared
to meet customers'
different needs.

Energy saving
The NVX Series is designed to reduce the environmental
burden and running costs. It saves power consumption by
stopping the spindle motor, servo motors, and fans inside
the control panel during standby, as well as by using LED
lighting. The total power consumption has been reduced by
approximately 35% compared to the conventional
NV5000 Series.
MAPPS IV + ESPRIT
The NVX Series uses the MAPPS IV high-performance
operating system for its operation panel. In addition to
automatic programming software (standard), ESPRIT CAM
software is available as an option. The combination of
MAPPS IV and ESPRIT allows the machine to handle
complex machining programming and to flexibly meet
customer needs.
Compliance with safety standards
The NVX Series conforms to safety standards all over
the world, including CE Standards, UL Standards and ANSI.
For further details contact Edwin Roth (Pty) Ltd on
TEL: 011 970 1930
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Anti vibration properties for
better surface finishes and
increased tool life - Mitsubishi
The tried and tested range of IMPACT MIRACLE anti-vibration end mills provides
solutions to the familiar problems of chattering and poor surface finishes on components.

T

he use of irregular pitch flutes and with varied helix
angles significantly reduces vibration that leads to
increased reliability and longer cycles between tool
changes. This is a factor that is especially important when
finishing larger components where re-starting must be
negated to avoid blend marks.
In addition to the irregular helix design, the flutes also
incorporate a wider chip pocket across the whole range for
improved chip disposal. This feature means that the new
generation VFHVRB corner radius type is highly suitable for
increased feeds and depths of cut when machining steels,
stainless steels and Ti-alloys.
High tech geometry alone is not sufficient to make a top
quality series of end mills. A high strength micro-grain carbide
substrate in coordination with the famous IMPACT MIRACLE

coating enables the top class performance required of end
mills in today's production environment. The extreme heat
resistance, improved oxidation resistance and lower
coefficient of friction of the coating means that performance
can be maximised and prevent premature tool wear even
under the harshest of cutting conditions.
All types of applications ranging from hard material milling
to materials requiring sharper edge cutting such as stainless
steels and titanium alloys are covered. The addition to the
range of a ball nose type for profile finishing and a semi long
type for extra reach applications expands the number of types
available to 9 and the number of different end mills overall to
105, in sizes from Ø2 - Ø20mm.
For further details contact Multitrade Distributors on
TEL: 011 453 8034
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Wenzel launches the Liberty CMM Package

T

he LIBERTY CMM from Wenzel, a new 5 axis Coordinate
Measuring Machine with a fusion of new technologies
offering users the reportedly unparalleled combination of
enhanced metrology and dramatically improved productivity
while simplifying programming.
The newly launched 'Liberty Technology Package' can be
added to any new CMM in the Wenzel range and seamlessly
integrates into a single package the new Renishaw PH20
infinite indexing probe head, the Renishaw UCC2 motion controller
and the next generation of OpenDMIS metrology software.
The LIBERTY Package offers customers the revolutionary
new CMM function of 'Head Touches' whereby measurement
points are taken by moving the probe head rather than the
CMM structure. Using only the rapid rotary motion of the head,
points can be taken faster, and with improved accuracy and
repeatability. Unlike conventional CMM measurement methods,
which rely on speeding up the CMM motion to measure quickly,
LIBERTY utilises the probe head motion to minimise the potential
dynamic errors of the CMM at higher measurement speeds.
This results in a threefold increase in CMM throughput,
says the company.
The LIBERTY CMM with PH20 represents a technology
breakthrough. The improvements in throughput are astonishing
and represent real savings for the customer. The critical

customer advantages afforded by the LIBERTY Package are
numerous and include:
• Reduced probe head index time
• Elimination of styli shanking issues
• Less styli changes
• Faster programming
• Dramatic reduction in probe calibration times
The Liberty's unique head touches, when programmed into
the CMM inspection program, add further to the Customer
operational advantages:
• Faster Feature Inspection
• Up to 3 fold overall cycle time improvement
• Improved repeatability
• Improved accuracy
• Improved overall Metrology
LIBERTY CMM's will be supplied with OpenDMIS
measurement software allowing CAD design data integration
with the inspection process. Additionally each machine comes
with the I++ DME interface allowing seamless future access to
metrology software advancements.
For more information contact the local agent Trimos Sylvac
S.A. (Pty) Ltd on TEL: 012 661 4161

TaeguTec ChaseMill milling cutters
see range expansion

T

aeguTec has extended its 90°, four cutting edge
Chase2Mill range of milling cutters with the addition of
three new cutter bodies and four new insert designations
to deliver productivity benefits.
The new inserts are available in the ANMX designation for
economical, high performance cutting with extremely long tool
life, while the MR series offers strong cutting edges and has
been adapted to rough and interrupted cutting.
The ANHX 16 ML inserts have a high rake angle to ensure
excellent surface finishes and the AL line has been specifically
developed to meet aluminium machining demands.
The four new insert designations are currently available in
existing TaeguTec grades that will soon be replaced with the
new and superior TT6080, TT6800, TT7080 and TT8080 insert
grades. The new additions will enable the extended Chase2Mill
Series to machine an expanded range of materials that
includes low and high carbon steel, alloyed, tool and stainless
steels, Inconel and titanium alloys, grey and nodular cast iron
and aluminium.
The Chase2Mill can machine these materials at depths of
cut beyond 7 mm at speeds up to 350 m/min and feed rates of
0.25 mm per tooth.
To correspond with the inserts, TaeguTec has three new
cutters that add to the already existing face mills in the
Chase2Mill range. The smallest of the cutters, the modular
cutter body, is available with the option of two or three insert
pockets on a 32 or 40 mm diameter body.
The long edged shouldering cutter is available in 50, 63, 80
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and 100 mm
diameters, with
two to five insert
pockets on the PCD;
a total of six to
25 insert pockets on
the cutter body.
The extended flute end mill cutter body is available as
either a 40 or 50 mm diameter cutter and offered with either
two or three inserts on the PCD, but has the option of six, eight
or 12 insert pockets, depending upon customer specifications.
All cutter body types have a through-coolant facility.
The smaller modular type cutter body has already proved
successful in general engineering and mould and die applications.
The extended flute end mill, with its ability to machine at
depths beyond 70 mm, has delivered "staggering" productivity
benefits in medium to heavy machining applications, such as
the power generation, wind turbine, automotive and rail
industries.
The larger shouldering cutter, with up to 25 insert pockets
and a maximum diameter of 100 mm, has delivered cycle time
reductions and productivity benefits "far beyond competitor
products".
However, a rigid and robust machine tool is advised to
optimise cutter performance when conducting heavy machining
applications with the shoulder and extended flute cutters.
For further details contact TaeguTec SA (Pty) Ltd on
TEL: 011 362 1500

The AMADA FOL-F NT series, equipped
with a fiber laser

T

he AMADA FOL-F NT series, equipped with a fiber
laser, are real all-rounders that are able to cut
even difficult materials such as copper, titanium
and brass. The fiber laser is extremely energy-efficient,
compact and extremely productive in operation.
At the heart of the system is a resonator which generates
a laser beam with a wavelength that is only approximately a
tenth of that emitted by a conventional gas laser. This technical
characteristic makes it possible to integrate the laser beam in a
fibre optic and transport it over several metres with no loss of
energy. This means that the position of the resonator relative to
the system is extremely flexible. Depending on the actual
production environment, this makes it possible to reduce the
space requirements. Furthermore, the use of fiber technology
eliminates some of the optics that would normally be needed
and therefore greatly reduces the maintenance requirements.

Laser capabilities that touch new dimensions
Complementing AMADA's high-performance, conventional
laser technology, the fiber laser system enables sheet metal
workers to extend their processing range: copper, brass and
titanium can be cut, as can other materials which were difficult
or impossible to process in the past. The machining speeds

achieved by the FOL-F NT series
offer a very satisfactory
performance level. For example, it
is possible to achieve cutting
speeds of 60 m/min when
processing 1 mm-thick stainless steel. This
is due to the fact that the resonator is configured from a
number of laser modules. A top-range fiber laser, for example,
reaches an output of up to 4 kW.
Energy-efficiency combined with low resource consumption
Nowadays, energy-efficient operation and a rational
environmental impact are among the most important
requirements facing machine technology. AMADA naturally
placed great emphasis on these factors during the development
of the fiber laser. The fiber laser needs no warm-up and has a
greatly reduced energy requirement in standby operation. The
excellent energy consumption not only reduces operating costs
but also saves resources. Moreover, because the fiber laser
needs no CO2 during operation, it helps to reduce emissions of
this environmentally harmful gas.
For further details contact Amada South Africa on
TEL: 011 453 5459
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Prima Power’s
Domino HS 2D/3D
laser machine

T

he Domino HS is Prima Power's latest addition to its
range of laser technology, operating at an incredibly
fast 100 metres per minute.
The Domino HS is the culmination of years of experience
and know-how regarding Prima Industrie's 2D Platino
machine, together with its expertise with 3D technology.
A single machine cuts and welds flat sheet and
three-dimensional parts, performs bevel cut for the weld
preparation and processes tubes. Boasting the high dynamics
of a 2D machine, DOMINO is a 5-axis machine with a
considerable work volume and an extremely reduced footprint.
The new DOMINO direct-drive head is highly dynamic
and extremely precise, ensuring excellent cutting quality
even on thick sheets.
DOMINO is the only 5-axis machine with an F-axis for
automatically controlling the focal position. This allows
continuous processing of different materials and thicknesses,
and accurate process control all over the work volume.
Thanks to the rapid tool change system, the DOMINO head
can be easily reconfigured to adapt to all types of processing.
Although operating as a standalone machine, because
of its open, accessible structure, the Domino HS facilitates
its integration into automated systems for handling the
work pieces being processed.

DOMINO is the only 5-axis machine with an F-axis for automatically controlling
the focal position. This allows continuous processing of different materials
and thicknesses, and accurate process control all over the work volume
The Domino HS has a monolithic structure, with the
laser, CNC and electro-mechanics all unitised in a single
compact block, which ensures ease of transportation and
installation, without the need for foundations.
By engineering the Domino HS on a cantlilever,
operators can readily access all elements of the machine
to ensure easy loading and unloading, servicing and
programming in self-teach mode. In line with its emphasis
on health and safety in the workplace, Prima Power has
designed the cabin as a totally enclosed unit, with integral
interlock elements on all window panels to ensure efficient
fume extraction, while at the same time ensuring
unhindered accessibility for loading and unloading.
The Domino HS has been designed in a modular
fashion to allow customers to choose between numerous
configurations and to adapt the system to match future
production needs. These add-on options include a pallet
changer and automatic loader, a LaserServer, split volume
with drawers, a MiniServer, a TowerServer and turntables.
For further details contact First Cut on
TEL: 011 614 1112
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